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1 Summary
In order to achieve the BuildHEAT Project targets and to elaborate a systemic energy retrofit
procedure of the demonstration residential buildings, it is necessary a deep assessment of
their energy consumption profile. In this sense, energy audits are a powerful tool to obtain an
overview and give advice on cost-effective energy saving priorities and advisability.
The objective of this deliverable is to report on the energy audits of the three demo cases of
the project. This activity includes the collection of all relevant data of the three demo buildings
regarding the characteristics of the building construction, Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) and lighting installed systems, energy uses, user behaviour and national
legislation and incentives with the aim of making a comparison before and after the renovation
process of the demo buildings. The monitoring data under elaboration for selected buildings’
dwellings is not included in here, as it is part of the report D5.5.
The proposed methodology consists of the following main phases. In the first phase, the demo
building responsible persons have been assessed and all the information to be gathered from
the buildings has been introduced to them in December 2015 by sending the questionnaire
included in this deliverable by e-mail (start-up meeting). Afterwards, each demo responsible
has selected a team of technical experts in order to gather, at building level, information about
plans, constructive characteristics, centralised HVAC systems, global energy consumptions
and national legislative and fiscal frameworks (data collection). Meanwhile, a team composed
of social experts has started organizing the visits to the single dwelling, giving special attention
to the relationship with the tenants considered during this phase as the new stakeholders. The
visits to the single dwellings have started in April 2016 adopting a door to door process carried
out by a team of both social and technical experts (site visit).
Finally, once the information has been collected, it has been analysed (analysis) in order to
elaborate this document (final report), with the aim of clustering and summarizing all the issues
related to energy consumption in the three demo residential buildings, as well as their
management, in a traceable way.
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2 Introduction
According to the Guidance note of Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency, amending
Directives 2009/125/EC and 2010/30/EC, and repealing Directives 2004/8/EC and 2006/32/EC
Article 8: Energy audits and energy management systems, “an energy audit means a
systematic procedure with the purpose of obtaining adequate knowledge of the energy
consumption profile of a building or group of buildings, an industrial or commercial operation
or installation or a private or public service, identifying and quantifying cost-effective energy
saving opportunities, and reporting the findings” (The European Parliament and the Council of
the EU, 2012b).
In addition, energy audits should always include recommendations, such as technical solutions
or operation optimization procedures. According to the Annex VI of Directive 2012/27/EU of
25th of October 2012 on energy efficiency, the minimum criteria to elaborate a proper energy
audit through four main guidelines are presented as follows (The European Parliament and the
Council of the EU, 2012a):
•

Energy consumptions and load profiles have to rely on updated, measured and traceable
data.

•

Energy audits have to develop an overview of energy consumption profiles of the buildings.

•

It is advisable to take into account Life Cycle Cost Assessment (LCCA) rather than Simple
Payback Periods (SPP) due to long-term savings, residual values and discount rates
considerations.

•

Information compiled must be sufficient and adequate to the scope defined in order to give
a reliable review, suitable to the building’s energy performance features and their
improvement possibilities.

The scope of the assessment is based on EN 16247-1:2012 Energy audits - Part 1: General
requirements and EN 16247-2:2014 Energy audits- Part 2: Buildings.(European Committee for
Standardization, 2012a, b) Owing to obtain the appropriate data, technical personnel carrying
out the audits need specific qualification and skills. Technical equipment and devices have to
be calibrated and suitable for each measuring task. The phases that should be followed when
performing an energy audit are defined in the Annex A of the EN 16247-2 standard. These
phases are: i) preliminary contact with stakeholders, ii) a start-up meeting ought to be arranged
in order to present the audit procedures, iii) data collection (through bills, metering, lists of
equipment, etc.), and iv) site visiting by the auditors for measurements, photo reports and
opinion surveys. It should be noted that this data collection has to be adapted to the
organization’s complexity and accuracy required.

5.3
5.1
5.2
DATA
PRELIMINARY START-UP
CONTACT
MEETING COLLECTION

5.4
SITE
VISIT

5.5
ANALYSIS

5.6
REPORT

5.7
FINAL
MEETING

Figure 1 – Energy audit process flow chart based on Annex A EN 16247-2.
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This deliverable presents the results of the work undertaken to assess the inputs data
necessary to identify the demo cases energy performance and to validate buildings’ numerical
models.
The energy audit questionnaire has been the main tool used in the energy audits. Its structure
is explained in the chapter 2.1 - Methodology.
In this deliverable, Case Study (CS) results are presented in a dedicated section. Results
present the data processed and a briefing in terms of graphs or tables. It should be mentioned
that the fulfilled questionnaires are attached in the annexes together with the pilots’
architectural plans.
Finally, the main relevant aspects and information of the three demo buildings (e.g.
constructive characteristics, systems, etc.) have been analysed and compared in the
Comparative analysis of the results and recommendations chapter.

2.1 Methodology
The methodology proposed for the data collection of the three demo cases is presented in
terms of an energy audit questionnaire. The energy audit process has been introduced to the
tenants of demo cases before filling these questionnaires. Once the goals of the interview were
explained to tenants/owners, they were asked to sign an authorization form to give consent to
the use of their personal data as well as their behavioural and consumption information
(electricity and fuel bills, occupancy schedules, etc.). In some cases occupants have not signed
the authorization form and in particular, this is reflected in some missing data at dwelling level.
The template of the energy audit questionnaire that has been used is presented in the Annex
A - Energy audit questionnaire template. It is organised in two main sections related to i) the
overall building and ii) to single dwellings. The first includes general information about building
location, constructive characteristics and centralised systems. On the other hand, the second
is focused on tenants’ behaviours data as occupancy and energy use, as well as on dwelling
individual systems.
In addition to these two sections, specific information concerning façade characteristics and
national standards, regulations and incentives was collected.
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3 Manchester case study
3.1 Information on the overall building
3.1.1 General information
Table 1 – Manchester demo building: general information about contact person, building owner and
building manager.

Contact person
Name: Paul Hine
Address: Property Investment Team, Salix Homes, Diamond House, 2 Peel Cross Road ,
Salford, M5 4DT
Telephone: 0161 779 8007
E-Mail: paul.hine@salixhomes.org
Responsibilities: Project Officer- Asset Management
Building owner
Name: Salix Homes
Address: Salix Homes, Diamond House, 2 Peel Cross Road , Salford, M5 4DT
Telephone: 0161 779 8007
E-Mail: paul.hine@salixhomes.org
Responsibilities: Project Officer- Asset Management
Building management/operator
Name: Salix Homes
Address: Salix Homes, Diamond House, 2 Peel Cross Road , Salford, M5 4DT
Telephone: 0161 779 8007
E-Mail: paul.hine@salixhomes.org
Responsibilities: Project Officer- Asset Management
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Figure 2 – Manchester demo building

Location and design information
The data shown in the following table are complemented with architectural project attached in
Annex C - Manchester CS: survey report and architectural plans
Table 2 – Manchester demo building: location and design information.

Address

Alexander Gardens, Salford, M7 1RY

Construction year

1980

Eventual previous retrofit year

Unknown
2,072.74 m2:

Gross total area (m²)

1,138.08 m2 (Ground floor) + 505.04 m2 (West Wing
first floor) + 429.6 m2 (East Wing first floor)

Total built volume (m3)

5,072.37 m3

Number of floors

2 (single storey building part)

Floor height

2.34 (single storey); 4.88 (two storey)

Number of dwellings (specify how 36 (0)
many are occupied)

www.BuildHeat.eu
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N
Figure 3 – Manchester demo building: location.

General description
A plan of the building reporting the ID of the zones is shown in the following figure.

First floor –East wing

Ground floor

First floor – West wing

Figure 4 – Manchester demo building: floor plans.
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The surface area and the use of each building zone defined in the Figure 4 are summarized in
Table 3.
Table 3 – Manchester demo building: surface areas per zone.

Floor

Numbe Gross
r
of area
rooms
(m2)

Net
area
(m2)

Heated
area
(m2)

Cooled
area
(m2)

2, 4, 6, 21,
Flat type 1 (x6)
23, 25

2

42.65

36.64

36.64

0.00

3, 5,7-10,
20, 22, 24, Flat type 2 (x11)
26, 27

2

31.50

26.96

26.96

0.00

Unkno
wn

Unkno
wn

41.75

Unkno
wn

0.00

Single
storey flat
Non-residential
roofed
area

N/A

Unkno
wn

117.92

Unkno
wn

0.00

Communal
lounge
(pitched
roof).

Non-residential

N/A

Unkno
wn

71.63

Unkno
wn

0.00

Various
nonresidential

Non-residential

N/A

Unkno
wn

65.55

Unkno
wn

0.00

Corridors &
Non-residential
Circulation

N/A

Unkno
wn

174.31

Unkno
wn

0.00

11, 12, 14,
Flat type 1 (x6)
30, 32, 34

2

42.65

36.64

36.64

0.00

13, 15-19,
28, 29, 31, Flat type 2 (x12)
33, 35, 36

2

31.50

26.96

26.96

0.00

Unkno
wn

Unkno
wn

41.75

Unkno
wn

0.00

N/A

Unkno
wn

36.53

Unkno
wn

0.00

N/A

Unkno
wn

161.71

Unkno
wn

0.00

ID*

1

Ground

1
First
Various
nonresidential

Use

Warden's
dwelling
accessed)

Warden's
dwelling
accessed)

(not

(not

Non-residential

Corridors & Non-residential
Circulation

*According Figure 4 – Manchester demo building: floor plans.
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3.2 Construction typology
The following information is complemented with the architectural project and drawings
attached in the Annex C - Manchester CS: survey report and architectural plans.

3.2.1 Walls
Table 4 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about walls.

External
walls*

Materials

Density
(kg/m3)****

Thermal
Conductivity
(W/mK)****

Thickness
(m)

U- value (W/
m2K)

Facing brick

1,700

0.77

0.102

0.40***

Mineral wool filled 25
cavity

0.037

0.060

Concrete
(assumed)

block 1,400

0.57

0.100

1,200

0.43

0.015

1,400

0.57

0.250

1,400

0.57

0.100
0.130

Plaster
Party
walls**

Concrete block

Internal
walls

Concrete block

0.00*****
and N/A

*From outside to inside
**These walls separate dwelling of different blocks
***Value taken from Table S6: Wall U-values – England and Wales; Age band F, Standard Assessment Procedure
(SAP) 2012 version 9.92, dated October 2013 (The Department of Energy & Climate Change, 2013)
**** Values based on data contained in BS EN12524:2000 and in CIBSE Guide A, Section A3 (British Standards
Institution, 2000; CIBSE, 1980)
*****All corridor walls and party walls appear to be of solid construction and, therefore, are assumed to have zero
heat-loss. Constructions likely to give rise to thermal bypasses may, however, be present in the end terraced flats
facing the stair-wells, but affecting small areas

3.2.2 Roofs
Table 5 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about roofs.

Flat roof

Materials

Density
(kg/m3)***

Thermal
Conductivit
y
(W/mK)***

Thickness
(m)

Uvalue
(W/ m2K)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

0.68*

12 (mineral
wool)

0.044
(mineral
wool)

Unknown

Sloping roof (270
mm of mineral wool Unknown
fleece)

www.BuildHeat.eu
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Sloping roof (100
mm of mineral wool Unknown
fleece)

12 (mineral 0.044
wool)
(mineral
wool)

0.40**
Unknown

* Value taken from “Table S10: Assumed roof U-values when Table S9 does not apply”, Age band F, SAP 2012
version 9.92, dated October 2013, considering that roof is insulated
** Value taken from “Table S9: Roof U-values when loft insulation thickness at joists is known”, Age band F, SAP
2012 version 9.92, dated October 2013
***Values based on data contained in BS EN12524:2000 and in CIBSE Guide A, Section A3 (British Standards
Institution, 2000; CIBSE, 1980)

3.2.3 Floors
Table 6 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about floors.

Materials
Ground floor

Internal floor

Solid
construction
Block
beam

Thicknes
s (m)

U- value (W/ m2K)*

Unknown

0.42

& Unknown

Unknown

*Calculated using SAP software and a solid concrete floor built in 1980 with floor area of 1,138.08 m² and a
perimeter of 272.00 linear metres

3.2.4 Openings
Windows, roof windows/skylights (in common areas)
Table 7 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about windows glazing in common zones.

Glazing type

Layer
(mm)

Total
solar Light
transmission (SHGC)** transmission

U
value
(W/m2K)*

Single (4 units)

N/A

≈0.8

0.85

4.8

Pre 2002 double
12
glazing (18 units)

≈0.7

0.76

2.8

Post 2002 double
20
glazing (3 units)

≈0.7

0.72

2.0

Single (roof windows) N/A

≈0.8

0.85

5.1

* Value taken from “Table S14: Window characteristics”, SAP 2012 version 9.92, dated October 2013
**Estimated values

Table 8 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about windows frames in common zones.

Material
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Absorptivity (color)
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Frame

Timber (4units) /uPVC 0.070
(21 units)

Unknown

White

Table 9 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about windows dividers in common zones.

Dividers

Material

Width (m)

Timber/uPVC

0.065
0.070

Number
U
value
horizontal
(W/m2K)
dividers

or Unknown

of

1

Number
of
vertical dividers
1

Table 10 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about windows reveals in common zones.

Reveals

Outside reveal depth (m)

0.030

Inside reveal depth (m)

0.018

Inside sill depth (m)

0.022

Table 11 – Manchester demo building: main features about windows shading in common zones.

Type
Shading

Position

Control type

Softwood louvre Exterior (only for Manual
window
refuse rooms).

Operation
schedule
Unknown

Figure 5 – Manchester demo building: Windows typologies.
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Figure 6 – Manchester demo building: detail of post 2002 uPVC frame with double glazing window on the
ground floor east wing corridor (the warden’s flat is seen in the background)

Doors
Table 12 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about doors in common zones.

Type

Material

U-Value
(W/ m2K)*

Thickness
(m)

Building main Softwood with single glazed aperture with 3.00
access door
draught proofing

0.045

External
escape
Type 1

fire
3.00
Softwood door with single glazed side panel
door
with draught proofing

0.045

External
escape
Type 2

fire
3.00
Softwood door with single glazed apertures
door
& side panel with draught proofing

0.045

External laundry
Softwood with draught proofing
door

3.00

0.045

Internal doors

N/A

0.045

Softwood with draught proofing

* Value taken from “Table S15A: Doors”, Age band A to J, SAP 2012 version 9.92, dated October 2013
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Figure 7 – Manchester demo building: building main access door.

3.2.5 Centralised Heating, Cooling and DHW systems (only centralised)
The main characteristics of the centralised systems installed in the building are summarized in
the following tables.
Heating
Table 13 – Manchester demo building: main characteristics of centralised heating system.

Model

Veismann Vitodens 200 x 6

Date of fabrication

Boilers 2002 System 1980

Type of System

Communal wet system supplying 36 individual properties and
communal areas.

Energy source

Natural Gas

Heating capacity (kW)

360kw Input ( Max )

Heating
efficiency

Approx. 70%

system

Type
(supply water condition)

Maximum supply water temperature (°C)

65

Maximum return water temperature (°C)

60

Control and Operation The individual properties supplied have radiators with a
schedule
mechanical phial activated room thermostat.
The radiators in the common areas are controlled by
Thermostatic Radiators Valves (TRV).
The system runs 24 hours a day as it is a sheltered scheme for
persons of fifty years of age and above, and there is a
requirement for constant hot water. There is no timed control, or
metering of the heat used within each individual property.

www.BuildHeat.eu
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Domestic Hot Water
Table 14 – Manchester demo building: main characteristics of centralised Domestic Hot Water (DHW)
system.

Model

Veismann Vitodens 200 x 6

Date of fabrication

System 1980

Type of System

Stored Hot Water calorifiers supplied by the communal heating
system and the stored hot water is controlled by an in line
mechanical phial operated cylinder thermostat.
There is no timed control, or metering of the heat used within each
individual property.

Energy source

Natural Gas

Heating capacity (kW)

360kw Input ( Max )

System efficiency

60%

Type

Maximum supply water temperature
(°C)

65 due to legionellae
requirements

Cooling
There is no cooling system installed.

Centralised Heating and Cooling system configuration
The heating and hot water is supplied via a centralised boiler plant room. The cascade of six
boilers feeds an integrated low loss header that keeps the system supply temperature
constantly balanced. The header feeds two heating circuits, one that feeds the common areas
and the second that feeds the individual properties.

Figure 8 – Manchester demo building: boiler plant room.
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The common areas (Community rooms, corridors, toilets, laundry etc.) heating circuit supplies
the two laundry hot water storages and the radiators, of which there is a wide variety, that are
controlled by TRV’s.

Figure 9 – Manchester demo building: thermostatic control on radiators within the circulation areas and
corridors (left) and laundry hot water storages.

The individual properties circuit is split into two, one for the heating circuit and the other for the
hot water. The hot water is controlled by a local phial operated cylinder thermostat. The heating
is controlled by a living room mounted phial operated thermostat that controls the heating via
a remote valve in the cylinder compartment. The radiators in these properties do not have
TRV’s fitted.

Figure 10 – Manchester demo building: hot water phial operated cylinder thermostat.
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Water distribution system
Table 15 – Manchester demo building: main characteristics of water distribution system.

Distribution system

Typology

Pipes
(mm)

insulation

Heating

Steel twin piped ( Flow and Return ) fully
pumped

22mm
Communal
pipe work only

DHW

Steel twin piped ( Flow and Return ) fully
pumped

15mm
Communal
Pipe work only

Natural ventilation
The natural ventilation is used to provide better comfort conditions to the common zones of the
building by opening windows when residents feel the need. A precise schedule is not defined.

Mechanical ventilation
There is no mechanical ventilation system installed in common zones.

Stairways heating
There are two stairways in the building: one is heated and the other isn’t. The heated one is
only heated at the top.
There is no set temperature, as it is controlled by the TRV’s on each individual radiator, and
this can be adjusted by residents.

Auxiliary energy uses, fans and pumps (related to heating, cooling, DHW, ventilation
systems or water distribution)
Table 16 – Manchester demo building: main characteristics of centralised heating circulation pump.

Type

Zone

Power (W)

Wilo Twin Heating
Main Return to boiler
Circulation Pump
2.2kw each
low loss header.
DP.E80/115-2

www.BuildHeat.eu
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of usage between
each head
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Figure 11 – Manchester demo building: heating circulation pump.

Maintenance
The main inspection and maintenance requirements/standards for heating, cooling and airconditioning systems are shown in Table 17.
Table 17 – Manchester demo building: main maintenance standards for centralised heating system.

System

Activity

Heating Appliances

Service
Maintenance

Yearly costs

Frequency
/ Bi-annually
required

/

As £5,500

Energy uses
The replacement of the current cascade of boilers by 4 boilers Worcester 162 that have an
input of 100kw each is foreseen parallel to BuildHEAT project, and might bias the impact of
energy consumption.
The information on the building’s energy performance baseline over the last 3 years is not
available. Nevertheless, consumptions information is available from 2011 to 2014. The Table
18 is filled with current values of energy price and consumption (relative to the whole building).
The electricity and gas tariff regime are based on a fixed tariff for the financial year, while the
water price is based on a weighted average of water and sewerage charges for all companies
in England and Wales (Energy Saving Trust).
Table 18 – Manchester demo building: energy and water price and consumption from 2011 to 2014.

2011

2012

2013

2014

Day: 8.61

Day: 10.81

Day: 10.81

Day:11.59

Night: 4.40

Night: 6.21

Night: 6.21

Night: 6.42

Electricity consumption (kWh/year)

55,158

43,014

41,737

27,639

Gas price (£/m3)

3.196

3.235

3.440

3.443

Gas consumption (kWh/year)

392,144

470,752

452,953

437,221

Water price (£/m3)

2.82

2.82

2.82

2.82

Water consumption (£/year)

Unknown

Unknown

2,279

775

Electricity price (£/kWh)
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As can be seen in the previous table, electricity and water consumptions in 2014 are quite
lower compared with precedent years. This is due to a lower occupancy of the building that
was definitely dismissed in the following years.
No information is available regarding current values of energy consumption by end uses.

Measuring and control devices
In the Manchester pilot, apart from the gas and the electricity meter that measure the
consumptions of the overall building, there are also other controls devices installed. Each
dwelling is provided with individual thermostats for the individual control of the heating
temperature, while in common zones are installed integral microwave and movement sensors
which reduce the lighting intensity to 20% when not required. The information regarding these
control devices is summarized in Table 19.
Table 19 – Manchester demo building: measuring and control devices main features.

Device

Model

Parameters
measured

Available
communication
protocol

Number
of Units

Location

N/A

Room
Thermostat

Drayton

39

Living room
of
Room
individual
Temperature
properties

Gas
Consumption
Meter

Elster
Metering

1

Service
entry point

Gas
consumption

Technolog
Automatic meter
reading

Electrical
Consumption
Meter

Unknown

1

Service
entry point

Electric
consumption

N/A

Lighting
sensor

Unknown

95

All
communal
zones

Microwave
and
movement

N/A

In the following figure is shown the gas meter installed in Manchester demo building.

Figure 12 – Manchester demo building: gas meter.
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Meanwhile an image of the electricity meters is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13 – Manchester demo building: electricity meter.

3.2.6 Lighting and other electrical equipment
The current distribution of lighting, the lighting technology, the values of units and power in the
common areas of the building are described in the following table.
Table 20 – Manchester demo building: lighting inventory of common zones.

Zone

N. of luminaires

Total power (W)

Luminaire type

Corridors

69

1,539

Power Lite LED 4

Store / WC

6

109

LED mini

Showers

2

32

LED Vapour

Lounge

11

274

LED downlight

Boiler

6

663

LED linear

Kitchen

1

109

LED linear

The main energy features of the common electrical equipment installed in the building are
summarized in Table 21.
Table 21 – Manchester demo building: electrical appliances inventory of common zones.

Type of electrical appliance

Number
of
Power (W)
equipment

Schedule
frequency of use

Elevator

2

150

10 trips per day

Common washing machines

1

4,000

5 per day

Common dryers

1

5,000

5 per day
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Maintenance
The main inspection and maintenance requirements / standards for the common electrical
equipment of the building are listed as follows.
Table 22 – Manchester demo building: main maintenance standards for common electrical appliances.

Appliance

Activity

Frequency

Yearly costs

Elevator

2 lifts

Quarterly

£433.00

Washing machines

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Common dryers

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Energy uses
There is no information available related to the lighting and electrical equipment baseline.

3.3 Information on the single dwellings
3.3.1 General information
Location and geometry data
Table 23 – Manchester demo building: general information on single dwellings.

Floor

Refer to Figure 4 – Manchester demo building: floor
plans.

Façades orientation

Refer to Figure 4 – Manchester demo building: floor
plans.

Gross total area (m²)

42.65 & 31.50

Net total area (m²)

36.64 & 26.96

Heated area (m²)

36.64 & 26.96

Cooled area (m²)

0.00

Total built volume (m3)

99.80 + 73.71

Number of floors

2 (ground and first floor)

Floor height (m)

2.34 and 2.30

Exposure to wind

South and West*

Number of habitable rooms

2

Number of non-habitable rooms

3 (Bathroom, kitchen, and utility)

*according to weather data from Manchester Airport (RenSMART)
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Occupancy
The whole building is currently unoccupied because renovations works are ongoing. However,
35 people could be considered as the average occupancy during the period from 2011 to 2013.

3.3.2 Openings
Windows, roof windows/skylights (in the single dwellings)
Table 24 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about windows glazing in single
dwellings.

Total solar
Light
transmission
transmission
(SHGC)**

U value
(W/m2K)

Glazing type

Dwelling ID

Layer
(mm)

Single (30
units)

9, 10, 13, 17, 20, 25,
27, 28, 30-36.

N/A

≈0.8

0.85

4.8*

Pre 2002
double glazing
(75 units)

2-9, 11-19, 21-31, 33,
35.

12

≈0.7

0.76

2.8*

*Value taken from “Table S14: Window characteristics”, SAP 2012 version 9.92, dated October 2013
**Estimated values

Table 25 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about windows frames in single
dwellings.

Material
Frame Timber (30 units) /uPVC (75 units)

Width (m)

U
value Absorptivity
(W/m2K)
(color)

0.070mm

Unknown

White

Table 26 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about windows dividers in single
dwellings.

Dividers

Material

Width (m)

Timber/uPVC

0.065
0.070

Number
U
value
horizontal
(W/m2K)
dividers

or Unknown

1

of Number
vertical
dividers

of

1

Table 27 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about windows reveals in single
dwellings.

Reveals
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Outside reveal depth (m)

0.030

Inside reveal depth (m)

0.018

Inside sill depth (m)

0.022
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Table 28 – Manchester demo building: main features about windows shading in single dwellings.

Shading

Type

Position

Control type

Operation schedule

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Figure 14 – Manchester demo building: looking north along the east elevation of the east wing (windows
typologies)
.

Figure 15 – Manchester demo building: detail of timber frame single glazing window and of Pre 2002
uPVC frame double glazing window (right).

Doors
Table 29 – Manchester demo building: constructive information about doors in single dwellings.

Type

Material

Conduc
t.
(W/mK)

Cp
(J/kgK)

Density
(kg/m3)

R-Value
(m2K/W
)

U-Value
(W/
m2K)

Thicknes
s (m)

Dwelling main
access door

Timber

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.0

0.045
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Figure 16 – Manchester demo building: dwelling main access door.

3.3.3 Dwelling Heating, Cooling and DHW systems
The heating and DHW systems are centralised as described in chapter 3.2.5 Centralised
Heating, Cooling and DHW systems (only centralised). Iron radiators are installed in each flat,
typically below the windows, while thermostats for the dwelling temperature control are located
at 1.5 meters height. There is not a cooling system installed in the building, neither at dwelling
nor at building level.
Regarding the mechanical ventilation system at dwelling level, a fan extractor has been found
for each bathroom and kitchen of the flats.

Figure 17 – Manchester demo building: room thermostat.

Lighting and other electrical equipment
There are no electrical equipment (TV, oven, fridge, etc.) currently installed in the dwellings
because of the renovation works.
Regarding lighting, each dwelling is equipped with:
-

two incandescent lamps of 60W in living space and in bedroom;

-

one 58W Crompton CP51Z florescent in the kitchen;

-

one 16W Windsor LED enclosed light in the bathroom.

A briefing of the lighting power installed in dwellings is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 – Manchester demo building: installed lighting power in dwellings per type of lighting
technology.

3.4 Façade analysis
3.4.1 Façade technical features
Technical characteristics have been already defined in the previous sections (walls, openings,
etc.). This section aims to gather part of that information and defining the details of the
interactions between the façade and other elements of the building.
In Figure 19 two common building sections are shown. According to the position, the ID name
of the constructive detail that will be analysed are indicated.

D
E
A

A
C

C

F

F

G

G

Figure 19 – Manchester demo building: analyzed constructive details ID and location in a typical building
section. Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes
CE3X (Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)
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The detail “A” refers to the interaction between façade and floor slab (section). Regarding the
Manchester demo building, considering that there is thermal insulation but not air chamber in
the façade, the type of interaction is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 – Manchester demo building: detail A of the interaction between façade and floor slab (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “B” refers to the interaction between façade and pillars (plans). In Manchester demo
building there are no pillars that interact with the façade.
The detail “C” refers to the interaction between façade and windows (sections). Regarding
Manchester demo building, this type of interaction is shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21 – Manchester demo building: detail C of the interaction between façade and windows (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “D” refers to the interaction between façade and flat roof (sections). Regarding
Manchester demo building, considering that there is thermal insulation but not air chamber in
the façade, the type of interaction is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22 – Manchester demo building: detail D of the interaction between façade and flat roof (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “E” refers to the interaction between façade and sloped roof (sections).
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In Manchester demo buildings there are two types of interactions depending of the presence
of a parapet. These two types of interactions are shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23 – Manchester demo building: detail E of the interaction between façade and sloped roof
(section). Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes
CE3X (Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “F” refers to the interaction between façade and overhangs (sections). In
Manchester demo building there are not overhangs.
The detail “G” refers to the interaction between façade and ground slab (sections). In
Manchester demo building this type of detail is unknown.

3.4.2 Questions linked to façade retrofitting
Maximum increase of the volume allowed after the façade retrofitting (insulation + new cladding
system)
External Wall Insulation (EWI) systems are not classed as increasing the volume of a building
in United Kingdom (UK) planning law, so there are no restrictions on the depth of insulation
that can be applied in most circumstances. Where EWI systems are to be applied on building
facades on party wall lines, adjacent to boundaries with another property or where a property
elevation is directly adjacent to a public highway or footpath, Planning Approval would be
required regardless the depth of the proposed insulation.
Urban constrain with regards to finishing and colour of the façade
It may be required a planning approval in case a new material is used for the façade retrofitting.
Urban constrain with regards to the position of the openings and wall/window ratio
In case of building an extension, building Regulations L1b state: “In most circumstances
reasonable provision would be to limit the total area of windows, roof windows and doors in
extensions so that it does not exceed the sum of:
•

25 per cent of the floor area of the extension;

plus
•

The total area of any windows or doors which, as a result of the extensions works, no
longer exist or are no longer exposed”.(UK government, 2010c)

Structure conditions
The structure of the building is in good conditions.
Evaluations on static and dynamic loads (wind and eventually seismic)
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Evaluations on wind and seismic static and dynamic loads are not available because the
refurbishment proposed does not require this level of survey.
Condensation/mould in the inner side of the existing façade
There is not experience of condensation/mould in the inner side of the existing façade.
Draught in dwellings
There is not experience of draught in dwellings.
Acoustic issues in dwellings
There is not experience of acoustic issues in dwellings.
Outdoor area accessibility for construction work
The outdoor area is accessible for construction work and there is enough space for the access
and the operation of a crane truck.

3.5 Legislative and fiscal framework
3.5.1 National standards and regulations
Specific or mandatory regulations that define comfort conditions in building
In UK, there are not specific or mandatory rules which define comfort conditions in buildings.
Nevertheless comfort is guaranteed by the followings regulations:
1. Building Regulations Part L1 A (Conservation of fuel and power) relates to thermal
performance in new build dwellings. (UK government, 2013)
2. Building Regulations Part L1b relates to energy efficiency in existing buildings.
3. Building Regulations Part F relates to ventilation.(UK government, 2010b)
4. The Housing Health and Safety Rating System provides guidance for non-specialists,
particularly private landlords, about the requirements under the Housing Act 2004.(UK
government, 2006)
Energy performance certificates
The energy performance certificates which are compulsory to be obtained in UK country are
listed below:
•

“On Construction EPC” for new builds (UK government, 2012b)

•

“RDSAP EPC” for existing dwellings

In Figure 24 the template of the British energy performance certificate is shown.
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Figure 24 – Energy Performance Certificate template for UK. Source: www.gatehouseestates.co.uk
(Gatehouse estates)

Other standards related to energy consumptions in building
In the Building Regulations Part L1 A (Conservation of fuel and power), regulations related to
thermal performance in new build dwellings can be found.

Figure 25 – Extract from Part L1 A of Building Regulations.
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The items considered in the regulations mentioned before about energy consumption in
buildings are summarized in the list below:
•

Thermal characteristics of the buildings (shell including air-tightness, internal partitions,
etc.)

•

Heating installation & hot water supply

•

Insulation characteristics (u-values, g-values, etc.)

Energy demand, energy consumption and thermal transmittance limits
In UK these limits are defined by the approved document “L1A – Conservation of fuel and
power in new dwellings”, which indicates the five main criteria to be met in order to comply with
building regulation related to new building:
1. Achieving the TER and TFEE rate
2. Limits on design flexibility
3. Limiting the effects on heat gains in summer
4. Building performance consistent with DER and DFEE rate
5. Provisions for energy efficient operation of the dwelling.
The first criteria requires the compliance of limits in emissions (kgCO2/m2*year) and energy
demand (kWh/m2*year) which is verifiable using the Government’s Standard Assessment
Procedure (SAP 2012), that makes a comparison between build projects and notional dwelling.

Figure 26 – Extract from Part L1 A of Building Regulations, Section 2.2 and 2.3.

The performance requirements of the notional dwelling could be used as reference for the
design of a new building, but they are not compulsory. These requirements are summarized in
the table 4 of Building Regulations Part L1 A, which is shown in the following figures.
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Figure 27 – Extract from Part L1 A of Building Regulations, Table 4.

Figure 28 – Extract from Part L1 A of Building Regulations, Table 4 (continued).
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Regarding the performance requirements related to existing buildings, there are transmittance
limits concerning windows, doors and roof light in case they are fully retrofitted (including
frame). These limits are listed in Table 1 of Building Regulations Part L1 B (Figure 29).

Figure 29 – Extract from Part L1 B of Building Regulations, Table 1.

There are also transmittance limits regarding thermal elements both new (newly constructed
thermal elements, such those constructed as part of an extension) and retained (existing
thermal elements parts of a building subject to a material change or use and existing elements
which become part of the thermal envelope where previously they were not). In the following
figures the transmittance requirements included in the approved document L1B “Conservation
of fuel and power in existing dwellings” are shown.

Figure 30 – Extract from Part L1 B of Building Regulations, Table 2.
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Figure 31 – Extract from Part L1 B of Building Regulations, Table 3.

Specific environmental certification procedure in buildings
In UK, the Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) is
used as a specific environmental assessment method(Building Research Establishment
(BRE)). Aspects addressed in the UK building codes and directly implemented in Manchester
demo building region and municipality are listed:
•

Fire safety

•

HVAC, Heating, and Plumbing (HEPAC)

3.5.2 Active solutions
Photovoltaic systems
Connection to electrical grid
In UK, Photovoltaic (PV) systems can be connected to the electrical grid according to the
Article 9 of the Feed In Tariff Order 2012 (UK government, 2012a). The latter indicates that
Feed In Tariff (FIT) eligible systems are able to connect to the grid “if the installation is to have
a grid connection either:
(i) the prospective FIT generator has entered into a grid connection agreement on or before
the date of the application;
or
(ii) the Authority is satisfied that a grid connection agreement is not required for the grid
connection of the installation”
Operation in island mode
The Article 9 of the Feed In Tariff Order 2012 uses the terminology ‘if the installation is to have’
which indicates that PV systems can operate in island mode. This terminology would not be
used, if it was not possible to operate in island mode “off grid”.
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Grid servicing due to inverter (DC/AC converter) installation
Regarding the grid servicing which has to provide an inverter (DC/AC converter), the Feed In
Tariff Order 2012 indicates that, for large systems (anything above a 3.68kW output), the
District Network Operator (DNO) needs to permit user before he/she actually can start
supplying energy to the grid. The DNO will investigate whether the grid in user’s area can
handle the extra energy that its system generates, and will identify any improvements that
might need to be made in order for it to do so. In this case, the user will be responsible for the
cost of these improvements. (Energy Saving Trust, 2014; UK Power)
Levy on direct self-consumption
In UK, no levies are imposed to direct self-consumption.
Subsidies regarding PV systems
In UK, PV systems are subsidized by the Feed In Tariff Order 2012. A payment is made for
every kWh of electricity generated regardless if it is consumed on site or exported to the grid.
If no specific export agreement has been made with a third party, it is deemed that 50% of
generation is exported, and that attracts an additional ‘export payment’.(UK government,
2016a)
Metering/net billing scheme
The energy supplier will pay the user a fixed rate for each unit (or kWh) of electricity he
generates and a further rate for each unit the user exports back to the electricity grid, so the
user can sell any electricity he generates not used for self-consumption.
Subsidies regarding electrical or thermal storage
The use of storage (electrical or thermal) is not subsidized.

Solar thermal systems
Subsidies regarding solar thermal energy collection
In UK, solar thermal energy collection is subsidized following the Renewable Heat Incentive
(RHI) scheme of March 2016. The latter pays for every kWth of heat generated by an eligible
technology. This depends on the technology and on the capacity of this technology.
There are two types of RHI, one for commercial applications and one for domestic
applications.(Ofgem; Ofgem)
Metering/ billing scheme
In commercial sized systems, metering is required. In domestic systems the production of heat
is ‘deemed’ or estimated based on the size of the array. This is calculated by the installer of
the system and verified via the Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) process.
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Other active systems (heat pumps, biomass boilers, etc.)
Subsidies regarding other active systems
In UK, other technologies are subsidized according to the RHI scheme of March 2016. The
following technologies are subsidised:
•

Biomass (wood fuelled) boilers including pellet stoves, wood chip and dedicated log boilers
with integrated boilers providing space heating

•

Ground to water heat pumps

•

Air to water heat pumps

•

Water source heat pumps

•

Solar thermal panels (flat plate or evacuated tube only) providing hot water to the house.

The level of subsidy varies between technologies and is also dependent on the output.(Energy
Saving Trust)
Metering/billing scheme
The RHI scheme states that on commercial applications all renewable heating technologies
require metering of renewable heat produced.
In domestic installations, the RHI payments are ‘deemed’ or estimated, based on the
information contained in an Energy Performance Certificate report for that dwelling. Metering
is required at domestic level if a non-renewable heat source also contributes to the heating
and hot water demand for the building (e.g. a gas boiler and Air Source Heat Pump). However,
even with a non-renewable heat source within a dwelling, solar thermal systems still do not
require to be metered.

Heating and Domestic hot water regulations
The main requirements described below are related to the prevention of legionella disease and
the water wholesomeness and are reported in the Appendix B – Wholesome water of the
approved document of Building Regulations Part G, Sanitation, Hot water safety and Water
efficiency (UK government, 2010a).
Water supplied for such domestic purposes as consist in or include, cooking, drinking, food
preparation or washing; or to premises in which food is produced shall not contain
•

any micro-organism (other than a parameter) or parasite;

•

any substance (other than a parameter), at a concentration or value which would constitute
a potential danger to human health;

•

any substance (whether or not a parameter) at a concentration or value which, in
conjunction with any other substance it contains (whether or not a parameter) would
constitute a potential danger to human health;

•

concentrations or values of the parameters listed in Tables A and B in Schedule 1 (shown
in Figure 32) in excess of or, as the case may be, less than, the prescribed concentrations
or values. (UK Governement, 2000)

Furthermore the water supplied shall satisfy the formula:
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[𝑵𝑶𝟑 ]
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[1]

where the square brackets mean the concentrations in mg/l for nitrate (NO3) and nitrite (NO2).
The points at which the requirements are to be complied with are:
•

in the case of water supplied from a tanker, the point at which the water emerges from the
tanker;

•

in any other case, the consumer’s tap.

Figure 32 – Table A from The Water Supply (Water Quality) Regulations 2000.

Heat and water consumption metering/billing requirements
Currently there are not heat and water consumption metering/billing requirements in place.
Although the Energy Efficiency Directive will require, where technically and financially viable
to do so, that the supply of heat in communal and district heating systems to be individually
metered with billing based on accurate consumption data.

3.5.3 Passive solutions
Subsidies regarding envelope (façade and roof insulation, new windows) retrofit solutions
(competitive grants, subsidies, tax deductions, access to capital, etc.).
The Energy Company Obligation (ECO) scheme provides funding for energy efficiency
upgrades and the installation of measures that will reduce the costs associated with heating a
property. Social housing providers are excluded from securing the majority of this funding.
Payments are made based on the carbon savings / fuel bill savings that the installation of a
measure will achieve. There is no set price for carbon or money saved which has led to wide
variances in the funding offered by the ECO obligated bodies (energy companies).(Ofgem)

3.5.4 Other incentives
Currently there are no others incentives schemes for renovation available. Green Deal funding
has been closed. (UK Government, 2016b)
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3.5.5 Tax deductions
Tax deductions are applicable to tenants which can pay for eligible energy efficiency works a
Value Added Tax (VAT) rated at 5% as opposed to 20%. Meanwhile, the professionals that
are performing the retrofit do not have tax deductions.

3.6 Further information
Others project relevant users groups (e.g. building managers, utility companies, etc.)
In Manchester demo building, the warden of the building could be considered as a project
relevant user since he has access to the warden office which is equipped with a computer and
a telephone.
Potential barriers for the building users to actively participate in BuildHEAT project
According to Salix partner viewpoint, the followings are potential barriers for the building users:
•

High number of voids on the block will limit the pool of participants.

•

Some residents may require additional support for participation i.e. communication material
in accessible formats.

•

Perception of building users for benefits and actual cost savings.

Activities which could be taken to raise the users’ interest in BuildHEAT project
According to Salix perspective, the activities which could be taken to raise the users’ interest
in BuildHEAT project continuously (e.g. posters, competition, eventually combination with other
activities) are the following:
•

Development of communication plan with residents.

•

Education and Behaviour Change support.

•

Incentives for participation i.e. shopping vouchers.
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4 Zaragoza case study
4.1 Information on the overall building
4.1.1 General information
Table 30 – Zaragoza demo building: general information about contact person, building owner and
building manager.

Contact person
Name: Fernando Albiac (projects area); Paloma Bozman (innovation projects area)
Address: C/ San Pablo Nº 48; Zaragoza, 50003
Telephone: +34 976 405898; +34 976 405912
E-Mail: falbiac@zaragozavivienda.es; pbozman@zaragozavivienda.es;
Responsibilities: Technical Architect
Building owner
Name: Zaragoza Vivienda SLU (Managing director: Nardo Torguet Escribano)
Address: C/ San Pablo Nº 61
Telephone: +34 976 282659
E-Mail: gerencia@zaragozavivienda.es
Responsibilities: General Manager
Building management/operator
Name: Pablo Perez
Address: C/ San Pablo Nº 76
Telephone: +34 976 405896
E-Mail: pperez@zaragozavivienda.es
Responsibilities: Maintenance Area

Figure 33 – Zaragoza demo building
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Location and design information
The data shown in Table 31 are complemented with the architectural project attached in Annex
G – Zaragoza CS: architectural plans.
Table 31 – Zaragoza demo building: location and design information.

Address

C/ Maestro Telleria Nº 12 - 20

Construction year

1990

Eventual previous retrofit year

/
8,562.61 m2:

Total built volume (m3)

1,302.81 m2 (Basement floor) + 1,450.41 m2
(Ground floor) + 2*1,394.96 m2 (First and Second
floor) + 1,487.51 m2 (Third floor) + 1,531.96 (Under
roof)
18,659.65 m3

Number of floors

Basement+Ground+3

Floor height

2.45 m

Gross total area (m²)

Number of dwellings (specify how
53 (49)
many are occupied)

N
Figure 34 – Zaragoza demo building: location.

General description
A plan of the building reporting the ID of the zones is shown in Figure 35.
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Basement floor

Ground floor

First and Second floor

Third floor

Figure 35 – Zaragoza demo building: floor plans.

The surface area and the use of each building zone defined in Figure 35 are summarized in
Table 32.
Table 32 – Zaragoza demo building: surface areas per zone.

Use
(Residential or Number
of rooms
nonresidential)

Floor

ID*

Basement

Refer
to
Non residential
Figure 35

1,303.30

0.00

0.00

3

81.85

78.93

0.00

Stairs and
Non-residential
main access
(x2)
hall

N/A

17.50

0.00

0.00

Electrical
meter room

N/A

84.72

0.00

0.00

Type C

Ground
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Water meter Non-residential
room
(x2)

3.69

0.00

0.00

Type C

Residential
(x3)

4

127.17

88.19

0.00

Type A

Residential
(x3)

3

110.13

78.15

0.00

Stairs and
Non-residential
main access
(x3)
hall

N/A

35.96

0.00

0.00

Electrical
meter room

Non-residential
(x3)

N/A

4.77

0.00

0.00

Water meter Non-residential
room
(x3)

N/A

4.34

0.00

0.00

Type A

Residential
(x10)

3

86.52

79.87

0.00

Type B

Residential
(x10)

2

56.60

54.67

0.00

Residential
(x10)

3

86.52

79.87

0.00

Stairs

Non-residential
(x10)

N/A

14.90

0.00

0.00

Type A

Residential
(x5)

3

95.50

80.77

0.00

Type B

Residential
(x5)

2

59.29

49.06

0.00

Type C

Residential
(x5)

3

95.50

80.77

0.00

Stairs

Non-residential
(x5)

N/A

14.90

0.00

0.00

First and
Second
Type C

Third

N/A

* ID according Figure 35 – Zaragoza demo building: floor plans.

Non-residential occupancy
There is a parking at basement level but it is unoccupied and not in use.

4.2 Construction typology
The following information is complemented with the architectural project and drawings
attached in the Annex G – Zaragoza CS: architectural plans.

4.2.1 Walls
Table 33 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about walls.
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Materials

External **
walls

Party walls
(between
different
blocks)

Internal
walls
(between
dwellings in
the same
block)

Conduct.

Density

(W/mK)*

(kg/m3)
*

Thicknes
s
(m)

Face brick

0.991

2,170

0.120

Mortar

0.410

900

0.010

Rock wool

0.031

40

0.045

Simple cavity 0.445
brick

1,000

0.040

Plaster

0.250

825

0.015

Plaster

0.250

825

0.015

Perforated
brick

0.667

1,140

0.120

Air chamber

0.52

1.38

0.050

Perforated
brick

0.667

1,140

0.120

Plaster

0.250

825

0.015

Plaster

0.250

825

0.015

Double
cavity brick

0.432

930

0.090

0.250

825

0.015

Plaster

U- value
(W/
m2K)*

2.01

*Estimated according to the Catalog of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code (Spanish Ministry of
Development, 2011)
**From outside to inside

4.2.2 Roofs
Table 34 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about roofs.

Materials

Sloping
roof**

Conduct.

Density

(W/mK)*

(kg/m3)

Thicknes
s

*

(m)

Concrete tile

1.500

2,100

0.02

Bituminous
paint

0.170

2,100

0.005

Mortar

0.410

900

0.03

1,000

0.05

Simple cavity 0.445
brick

U- value
(W/
m2K)*
2.51

*Estimated according to the Catalog of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code (Spanish Ministry of
Development, 2011)
**From outside to inside
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4.2.3 Floors
Table 35 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about floors

Conduct. Density

Ground
Floor(over
parking)

Basement
floor

Materials

(W/mK)*

Thickness Uvalue
(kg/m3)* (m)
(W/
m2K)*

Plaster

0.250

825

0.01

Reinforced
concrete floor

0.300

1,000

0.3

Rock wool

0.031

40

0.03

Mortar

0.410

900

0.05

Stoneware
tiles

1.300

1,700

0.01

Stone

1.200

1,900

0.25

Concrete

2.000

1,450

0.19

825

0.01

40

0.06

Plaster
ceiling

false 0.250

Rock wool
Floor over Air chamber
exterior
unheated Reinforced
concrete floor
space
Mortar
Stoneware
tiles
Plaster
ceiling

0.031

Internal
Floor
(between
dwelling
and roof)

0.300

1,000

0.3

0.410

900

0.05

1.300

1,700

0.01

825

0.03

false 0.250
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0.26

0.62

0.2

Reinforced
concrete floor

0.300

1,000

0.3

Mortar

0.410

900

0.05

Stoneware
tiles

1.300

1,700

0.05

Rock wool

0.031

40

0.06

Reinforced
concrete floor

0.300

1,000

0.3

Air chamber
Plaster
ceiling

2.21

0.2

Air chamber
Internal
Floor
(between
dwellings)

0.42

false 0.250

0.26

0.2
825

0.03
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*Estimated according to the Catalogue of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code (Spanish Ministry
of Development, 2011)

4.2.4 Openings
Windows, roof windows/skylights (in common areas)
Table 36 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about windows glazing in common zones.

Glazing type

Layer
(mm)

Total solar
(SHGC)

transmission Light
transmission

U
value
(W/m2K)*

Single (stairs)
(18 units)

6

0.85

0.85

5.70

Single (main
access hall)
(5 units)

6

0.85

0.85

5.70

*Estimated according to the Catalog of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code (Spanish Ministry of
Development, 2011)

Table 37 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about windows frames in common zones.

U value (W/m2K)*

Absorptivity
(color)

Aluminium
0.07
without thermal
break

5.7

Grey

Fixed (main Steel
without 0.05
access hall) thermal break

5.7

Brown

Frame

Material

Sliding
(stairs)

Width (m)

*Estimated according to the Catalog of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code (Spanish Ministry of
Development, 2011)

Table 38 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about windows dividers in common zones.

Dividers

Material

Width (m)

Number
U
value
horizontal
(W/m2K)*
dividers

1 (stairs)

Aluminium

0.025

5.7

0

1

0.050

5.7

2

0

2 (main access
Steel
hall)

of Number
vertical
dividers

of

*Estimated according to the Catalog of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code (Spanish Ministry of
Development, 2011)

Table 39 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about windows reveals in common zones.

Reveals
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Outside reveal depth (m)

0.19

Inside reveal depth (m)

0.00
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Inside sill depth (m)

0.00

No shading devices are installed.

Figure 36 –Zaragoza demo building: building main access (left) and stairs window.

Doors
Table 40 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about doors in common zones.

Type

Material

U-Value
(W/ m2K)*

Building main access door
5.7
Single glaze with steel frame
composed of 3 modules (2 of 3
and dividers
fixed)

Thickness
(m)
0.05

*Estimated according to the Catalog of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code (Spanish Ministry of
Development, 2011)

Figure 37 –Zaragoza demo building: building main access door.
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4.2.5 Centralised Heating, Cooling and DHW systems (only centralised)
There are no centralised HVAC and DHW systems. The only systems installed in common
zones are the stairs lighting and the heading pump unit.
Natural ventilation is carried out during cleaning activities of common zones but without a
precise schedule.

Stairways heating
Stairways are not heated during winters and its average temperature is not available.

Energy uses
There are no activities in construction or energy saving ongoing or planned, parallel to
BuildHEAT project, which might bias the impact of energy consumption.

Measuring and control devices
As it can be observed in Figure 35 – Zaragoza demo building: floor plans., for each gate in the
common area at ground floor, there are two rooms where the electricity and water meters that
measure the individual dwelling consumptions are installed. A figure of these rooms is shown.

Figure 38 – Zaragoza demo building: electricity (left) and water consumption meters.

4.2.6 Lighting and other electrical equipment
The actual distribution of lighting together with the lighting technology and the values of units
and power in the common areas of the building are resumed in Table 41.
Table 41 – Zaragoza demo building: lighting inventory of common zones.

Zone

N. of luminaires

Total power (W)

Luminaire type

Main access (x5)

1 (2x40W)

400

Standard
incandescent
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Stairs (x5)

3 (2x40W)

Standard
incandescent

1,200

An inventory of the electrical appliances installed in the common areas of the building is
summarized in Table 42.
Table 42 – Zaragoza demo building: electrical appliances inventory of common zones.

Type of electrical appliance

Number of
Power (W)
equipment

Schedule
or
frequency of use

Head pump

1

Permanent

Unknown

In Figure 39 the head pump installed for the water distribution in the building is shown.

Figure 39 – Zaragoza demo building: head pump.

Maintenance
A predictive maintenance scheduled for the head pump and for the lighting system of the
common zones is not carried out.

Energy uses
There is no information available related to the lighting and electrical equipment baseline over
the last 3 years. Nevertheless, the annual electrical consumption of the head pump and the
common zones for the year 2015 is available and it is shown in the Table 43.
Table 43 – Zaragoza demo building: electric consumption of common zones in 2015 (from attached bills).

Electric consumption 2015

(kWh/year)

Common zones, gate 12

202.00

Common zones, gate 14

359.00

Common zones, gate 16

396.00
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Common zones, gate 18

318.00

Common zones, gate 20

181.00

Head pump unit

3,261.00

4.3 Information on the single dwellings
4.3.1 General information
Location and geometry data
Table 44 – Zaragoza demo building: general information on single dwellings.

Floor

Refer to Figure 35

Façades orientation

Refer to Figure 35

Gross total area (m²)

8,562.61 m²:
Residential (5,088.82 m²) + Non-residential (3,473.79
m²)

Net total area (m²)

7,623.52 m²:
Residential (4,423.45 m²) + Non-residential (3,200.07
m²)

Heated area (m²)

Residential (3,853.98 m²) + Non-residential (0.00 m²)

Cooled area (m²)

0.00 m²

Exposure to wind

The North façade is heavily exposed to “Cierzo”, a
strong, dry and usually cold wind that blows from North
West and reaches a speed of more than 100 km/h.

Number of habitable rooms

2 or 3 or 4 bedrooms and 1 living room

Number of non-habitable rooms

2 or 3 (Bathroom, kitchen and pantry)

There are three main types of dwellings which differ in the number of bedroom they have. In
Figure 40, the distribution of dwellings according to the number of bedrooms is shown.
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Figure 40 – Zaragoza demo building: dwellings distribution according to n. of bedrooms.

Occupancy
The total occupancy of the building is 154 people. Most of the inhabitants live alone or share
the apartment with one or two other people as it can be seen in the graph of Figure 41.

Figure 41 – Zaragoza demo building: number of dwellings according to number of inhabitants.

The graphs below show that more than half of inhabitants spend from 16 to 20 hours at home
during week days and from 16 to 24 hours during weekend days.

4h;
0%
22h; 2%

8h; 5%

6h; 0%

24h;
10%

22h; 2%

10h;
11%

20h;
22%

12h;
20%

6h; 3%

4h; 2%
8h;
7%

24h;
15%

10h;
16%

20h;
19%

12h;
14%
18h;
6%
16h;
24%

14h; 0%

18h; 4%

16h;
18%

14h; 0%

Figure 42 – Zaragoza demo building: number of inhabitants according hours of occupancy during week
days (left) and week end days.
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Graphs of Figure 43 and Figure 44 describe for each dwelling the number of inhabitants and
the number of hours that each inhabitant spends in the dwelling during week and weekend
days.

* Energy audit not available
Figure 43 – Zaragoza demo building: dwelling occupancy and occupancy duration in weekdays.

* Energy audit not available
Figure 44 – Zaragoza demo building: dwelling occupancy and occupancy duration in weekend days.

4.3.2 Openings
In the building there are 8 different windows typologies and they are exposed as shown in the
floor plan of Figure 45 – Zaragoza demo building: dwelling typical floor plan. In 6 dwellings
double windows have been installed in order to improve the performance of windows on North
façade.
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Figure 45 – Zaragoza demo building: dwelling typical floor plan.

Windows, roof windows/skylights (in the single dwellings)
Table 45 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about windows glazing in single dwellings.

Openings
Layer
references* (mm)

Measurements(m)

Position N
dividers

Opening
system

U
value
(W/m2K)**

P1(A,C)

4/6/4

2.04X2.10

S

2

sliding

3.3

P2(A,C)

4/6/4

0.80x2.10

S

1

folding

3.3

V4(A,C)

4/6/4

0.50x1.18

S

1

folding

3.3

V5(A,C)

4/6/4

1.27x1.21

N

2

sliding

3.3

P3(B)

4/6/4

0.80x2.10

S (rot. 1
90º)

folding

3.3

V1(B)

4/6/4

2.02x1.21

S

2

sliding

3.3

V2(B)

4/6/4

1.27x1.21

S

2

sliding

3.3

V3(B)

4/6/4

0.9x2.10

S

1+1

Fix
folding

+ 3.3

*Refer to Figure 45 – Zaragoza demo building: dwelling typical floor plan.
**Estimated according to the Catalog of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code (Spanish Ministry of
Development, 2011)
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Table 46 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about windows frames in single dwellings.

Frame

Material

Width (m)

U value (W/m2K)*

Absorptivity (color)

aluminium

0.07

5.7

grey

*Estimated according to the Catalog of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code (Spanish Ministry of
Development, 2011)

Table 47 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about windows dividers in single dwellings.

Dividers

Material

Width (m)

Number
U
value
horizontal
(W/m2K)*
dividers

aluminium

Unknown

5.7

of

0

Number
of
vertical dividers
1

*Estimated according to the Catalog of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code (Spanish Ministry of
Development, 2011)

Table 48 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about windows reveals in single dwellings.

Reveals

Outside reveal depth (m)

0.19

Inside reveal depth (m)

0.00

Inside sill depth (m)

0.00

Table 49 – Zaragoza demo building: main features about windows shading in single dwellings.

Type

Position

Control type

Operation schedule

Shading

Overhang

South
façade

Fixed

Unknown

Shading

PVC
Roller
blind

Exterior
Manual
(North and
South)
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Figure 46 –Zaragoza demo building: windows types. From left to right: P2 and V4, P1, V5.

Figure 47 –Zaragoza demo building: windows types. From left to right: V3 and V5 with double window

Doors
Table 50 – Zaragoza demo building: constructive information about doors in single dwellings.

Type
Dwelling
main
access
door

Material

Conduct.
(W/mK)

Cp
(J/kgK)

Density
(kg/m3)

R-Value
(m2K/W)

U-Value
(W/
m2K)*

Thicknes
s (m)

Wood

Unknow
n

Unknow
n

Unknow
n

Unknow
n

2

0.035

*Estimated according to the Catalog of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code
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Figure 48 –Zaragoza demo building: dwelling main access door types.

4.3.3 Dwelling Heating, Cooling and DHW systems
In the building, the most common heating system consists in electrical radiators originally
installed by the owner of the building in each room of the dwellings. Although this system is
largely diffused, tenants usually do not use it and prefer to use auxiliary energy systems as
mobile electrical radiators or butane heaters. As a consequence, there are dwellings with more
than one heating system installed as can be seen in the graph of Figure 49.

Figure 49 – Zaragoza demo building: heating system type distribution according number of dwelling.

The original electrical radiators correspond to different models and power depending on the
year of installation and the room where they are installed. A recurrent model found in 15
dwellings belongs to Farho Heating, having manual thermostat and different powers, from
500W to 1,500W, depending on the room where it is installed. In Figure 50 and Figure 51 some
of these heating systems are shown.

Figure 50 – Zaragoza demo building: electrical radiator model Farho (1,500W) installed in dwelling 14.1C
(left) and an old electric radiator originally installed in dwelling 16.3C (500W).
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Figure 51 – Zaragoza demo building: butane heater used in dwelling 16.1B (left) and halogen heater used
in dwelling 18.1C.

From energy audit questionnaires, it seems that heating system powers per dwelling are high,
suggesting as consequence high energy consumptions in heating. Nevertheless, from these
energy audit questionnaires, it emerges that tenants nearly do not use heating devices or very
little (from 1 to 3 hours in very cold days), and therefore energy consumption during winter is
very low. The following graph shows the power and the type of heating systems per each
dwelling.

* Data not available
** Use butane
Figure 52 – Zaragoza demo building: power and type of heating system per dwelling.

Domestic Hot Water
The DHW is produced in all dwellings by electric boilers which have a water volume of 50 litres
and a power of 1.6 Kw as an average. In Figure 53 the power of electric boilers for each
dwelling is shown.
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* Energy audit not available
** Estimated power
Figure 53 – Zaragoza demo building: electrical power of DHW system for each dwelling

In some cases the electrical boilers installed in the dwellings could not be adapted to provide
a sufficient amount of DHW for all the occupants of the dwelling, since it has low capacity
compared to the number of inhabitants. This can be clearly observed in Figure 54 where the
total water volume and the water volume per inhabitant of the electric boilers installed in each
dwelling are shown.

* Energy audit not available
Figure 54 – Zaragoza demo building: volume and volume per inhabitant of DHW system for each dwelling
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A typical boiler used in Zaragoza dwellings is shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55 – Zaragoza demo building: electric boiler model Svan, volume of 50 liters and power 1.6 kW

Cooling
The cooling system has been found only in 6 dwellings. Energy audit questionnaires state that
cooling is used only very few times for short periods in very hot days.

Figure 56 – Zaragoza demo building: heat pump model Freshair, power 3.3 kW (cooling) 4.0 kW (heating)

Natural ventilation
An exact schedule of natural ventilation is impossible to define but most of tenants expressed
that they usually open windows during the morning.

Mechanical ventilation
There is no mechanical ventilation system installed.
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Maintenance
A maintenance plan is not defined and only corrective maintenance is performed.

Energy uses
Nowadays in Zaragoza demo building the only energy source used is the electricity. The
average of the annual electrical consumption per dwelling square meters in 2016 was 57.34
kWh/m2. This value results very low considering the climatic zone of the building, its actual
constructive characteristics as well as its heating and lighting systems. Nevertheless, it should
be considered that heating in some dwelling is provided by butane gas, so it was not
accounted.
Currently, there are no retrofits or energy saving projects (in the single dwelling) planned,
parallel to BuildHEAT project, which might bias the impact of energy consumption.
In the graph of Figure 57 is shown for each dwelling the yearly electrical energy consumption
per square meters in 2014, 2015 and 2016.

* Energy consumptions not available
** Use butane
Figure 57 – Zaragoza demo building: yearly electrical energy consumptions per dwelling in 2014, 2015
and 2016.

The previous graph shows that in few dwellings the consumptions can have a significant
variation from one year to another. This is due mainly to the fact that in some cases the yearly
consumption is not referred to a complete year, but only to the months when the dwellings
were rent. The same can be observed in Figure 58, where the electrical energy cost per square
meters in 2014, 2015 and 2016 is shown for each dwelling.
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* Energy cost not available
** Use butane
Figure 58 –Zaragoza demo building: yearly electrical energy cost per dwelling in 2014, 2015 and 2016.

The electrical energy cost has been estimated considering the type of contract, the maximum
contracted power supply and the energy cost per kWh. All users have a regular contract with
the utility based on the current price estimation, called PVPC (Precio de Venta de Pequeño
Consumidor). This standard contract charges a fixed amount to contribute to the electricity
system fixed costs according to the maximum power contracted with the electricity distribution
company, and a variable amount that covers the generation and commercialization cost of the
electricity. Fixed system costs cover the renewable generation feed-in-tariffs, the distribution
costs and the commercialization fixed costs and are payed as a function of the number of days
of the invoicing period and the power contracted. Variable system costs cover the generation
costs that come out of the hourly energy auctions and, hence, have a different value at each
hour.
Variable costs are calculated as the aggregation of the hourly energy consumption times and
the hourly price of the electricity set by the utility as a result of the previous day energy auctions.
If no hourly measurements are permitted by the electricity meters, then the total monthly
consumption is distributed in hours according to national averages that are regulated by law.
The average monthly variable costs are currently slightly above 5 c€/kWh and additional
regulated costs of 4.4 c€/kWh are added.
These costs are increased by the electricity tax (around 5.11%), and the total is then affected
by the VAT (21%). The total costs reported here do not include VAT and do not include meter
renting fees.
To have a better understanding of electricity costs shown in Figure 59, the current electrical
power contracted with the electrical distribution company for each dwelling is shown in the
graph below.
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* Electrical power not available
** Use butane
Figure 59 –Zaragoza demo building: actual electrical contracted power.

The only power source in these dwellings is the electricity, although some families also use
butane for cooking and heating. Therefore, the usual maximum electric power contracted is
rather high to account for possible simultaneous consumptions in a given moment such as
heating, lighting, cooking and appliances. The average maximum contracted power is 4.39 kW
with a maximum of 6.9 kW and a minimum of 2.3 kW. The most common average contracted
electrical power in Spain for apartments of the same size but with gas heating is around 3.3
kW. The fact of using electricity as the only energy source brings an extra 40 % power that
increases the fixed cost of the electricity bills. Costs per kW are 42 €/kW per year.
The measurements made in some of the sample dwellings show that, many of the consumers
never or very scarcely reach the maximum power, being their instant consumption most of the
years lower than the maximum power contract. This means a continuous overspending in
many cases for a power supply that is never or rarely used. A renegotiation of the contract is
recommended in these cases to reduce the maximum power supply, but this is allowed only
once per year to avoid changing the contract between summer and winter. However, the lack
of acknowledgement about the individual consumption profile and even the electricity supply
contract terms prevent many users from choosing the right power supply adapted to their
needs. A decrease of contracted maximum power from the average 4.4 kW to 3.3 kW would
entail annual savings of almost 50 € per dwelling with the same energy consumption.
Table 51 shows the current values of energy price in Spain according to Eurostat data and the
amount of electricity consumption relative to all dwellings (Eurostat). On the other hand water
consumptions at dwelling and building level are not available. Nevertheless, for information the
price for the water supply can be assumed as 0.633 €/m3 for 2017 in Zaragoza (Ayuntamiento
Zaragoza, 2017).

Table 51 – Zaragoza demo building: electricity and water price and consumption from 2014 to 2016.
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2014

2015

2016

Electricity price (€/kWh)

0.2165

0.2309

0.2185

Electricity consumption (kWh/year)

126,424 130,273 143,152

As it can be observed in Table 51, the electricity consumption in 2014 was lower than the other
two years. This is due mainly to the number of dwellings that were rent in 2014 which was
lower than those rent in 2015 and 2016. As it can be observed in Figure 57, there are few
dwellings (e.g. 14.2B, 16.0C, etc.) that has no or very low consumption in 2014 due to the fact
that they was not occupied. The same can be observed in Figure 60, where the monthly
electrical energy performance baseline over the last 3 years for all dwellings is shown.

Figure 60 –Zaragoza demo building: yearly electrical energy performance baseline for all dwellings in
2014, 2015 and 2016

Figure 61 –Zaragoza demo building: yearly electricity cost baseline for all dwellings in 2014, 2015 and
2016
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The three baselines are almost similar, except for the differences commented before. This
cannot be stated for the electricity cost baselines shown in the graphs below, where the
divergence among them is more considerable, probably due to the rising cost of electricity from
one year to another.
No information is available regarding current values of energy consumption by end uses.

Measuring and control devices
There is not a centralized or an overall dwelling heating or cooling system, and consequently
there are no thermostats for the control of heating temperature in dwellings. Each individual
heating or cooling device has its temperature control as well as each boiler for the DHW
production has its own control device for the regulation of the water temperature. No other
control devices were found in the building.

Lighting and other electrical equipment
The most used lighting technology is incandescent. Nevertheless there are few tenants who
have upgraded most of the luminaires and currently use low consumption bulbs in their
dwellings. Other technologies as fluorescent and halogen are used especially in kitchens and
bathrooms, while LED bulbs are not used. In Figure 62 the distribution of the different lighting
technologies used in dwellings is shown.

Figure 62 – Zaragoza demo building: distribution of installed lighting power per type of lighting
technology.

The data from the lighting power installed in dwellings has also been collected. The graph
below shows the powers in W/m2 for each lighting technology and for each dwelling.
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* Energy audit not available
Figure 63 – Zaragoza demo building: installed lighting power per type of lighting technology and per
dwelling.

As for the lighting system, also the electrical devices have been inventoried. All audited
dwellings are furnished with fridge, cooking stove, washing machine and television as can be
observed in the graph of Figure 64, where the units of electrical devices according to each type
is shown.

Figure 64 – Zaragoza demo building: amount of electrical devices per type.

The schedule of the electrical devices is similar for all the dwellings, with a typical use of
cooking stove of about one or two hours a day, while the oven and the microwave are used
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sporadically. The families use the television frequently, most of them every day around 3 hours.
Besides, the washing machine is used around 2 times a week. Other devices as computers,
dishwashers and music equipment are not regularly used.
The device that more energy consumes is inevitably the fridge, which in most of the dwellings
is turned on 8760 hours per year and has a power of 250 W (only in 1 dwelling is installed a
fridge with energy class A+). Another energy expensive device is the cooking stove that has a
maximum power of 1500W in all dwellings, except four of them which are equipped with a
more efficient cooking induction stove. There are also dwellings where, instead of using radiant
cooking stove, a butane gas stove is used to save money on electricity bill.

Figure 65 – Zaragoza demo building: butane gas stove.

4.4 Façade analysis
4.4.1 Façade technical features
Technical characteristics have been already defined in the previous sections (walls, openings,
etc.). This section aims to gather part of that information and defining the details of the
interactions between the façade and other elements of the building.
In Figure 66 two common building sections are shown. According to their position, the ID name
of the constructive detail that will be analysed are indicated.
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D
E
A

A
C

C

F

F

G

G

Figure 66 – Zaragoza demo building: analyzed constructive details ID and location in a typical building
section Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “A” refers to the interaction between façade and floor slab (section). In the Zaragoza
demo building, considering that there is thermal insulation but not air chamber in the façade,
the type of interaction corresponds to what is shown in Figure 67.

Figure 67 – Zaragoza demo building: detail A of the interaction between façade and floor slab (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “B” refers to the interaction between façade and pillars (plans). In the Zaragoza
demo building, the type of interaction is shown in Figure 68.

Figure 68 – Zaragoza demo building: detail B of the interaction between façade and pillars (plan). Source:
Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X (Instituto para
la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)
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The detail “C” refers to the interaction between façade and windows (sections). Figure 69
shows the type of interaction in the Zaragoza demo building.

Figure 69 – Zaragoza demo building: detail C of the interaction between façade and windows (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “D” refers to the interaction between façade and flat roof (sections). In the Zaragoza
demo building, the type of interaction is described in Figure 70.

Figure 70 – Zaragoza demo building: detail D of the interaction between façade and flat roof (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “E” of Figure 71 refers to the interaction between façade and sloped roof (sections).
In Zaragoza demo buildings, the sloped roof shapes an overhang corresponding to its
intersection with the exterior wall.

Figure 71 – Zaragoza demo building: detail E of the interaction between façade and sloped roof (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “F” refers to the interaction between façade and overhangs (sections). Figure 72
shows the type of interaction in the Zaragoza demo building.
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Figure 72 – Zaragoza demo building: detail F of the interaction between façade and overhangs (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “G” refers to the interaction between façade and ground slab (sections). There are
several possibilities for this detail; so a description and a sketch of the constructive section
from the architectural project of the building are shown in Table 52.
Table 52 – Zaragoza demo building: description of the interaction between façade and ground slab (detail
G).

Layers (from outside to inside)
Constructive
element

External façade

External
horizontal
partition

Internal
horizontal
partition
(between dwellings and car park)

1.

Material

Exposed brick

Quarry tile

Quarry tile

Thickness
(mm)

120

10

30

Material

Cement
bricklaying

Thickness
(mm)

120

50

50

Material

Cement mortar

Concrete slab

Glass wool

Thickness
(mm)

10

190

30

Material

Glass wool

Gravel

Concrete slab

Thickness
(mm)

45

250

250

Material

Hollow brick

Gypsum

Thickness
(mm)

40

15

Material

Cement
bricklaying

Thickness
(mm)

40

Material

Gypsum

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7
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Thickness
(mm)

15

Figure 73 – Zaragoza demo building: detail G of the interaction between façade and ground slab (section)

4.4.2 Questions linked to façade retrofitting
Maximum increase of the volume allowed after the façade retrofitting (insulation + new cladding
system),
There is no maximum increase in case the façade is thicker as a result of an energy efficiency
improvement.
Urban constrain with regards to finishing and colour of the façade.
The zone where the building is located has no urban constraint regarding façade finishing and
colour.
Urban constrain with regards to position of the openings and wall/window ratio
There are urban constraints regarding the total practicable surface of the windows and exterior
doors, which must be at least 1/8 of the useful surface of the room that ventilates.
Structure conditions
The structure of the building is in good conditions.
Evaluations on static and dynamic loads (wind and eventually seismic)
Evaluations on wind and seismic static and dynamic loads are available and attached in Annex
H – Zaragoza CS: dwellings consumption and building reports.
Condensation/mould in the inner side of the existing façade
There is condensation or mould in some dwellings in north façade.
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Draught in dwellings
Draughts in dwellings are limited because inhabitants used to set weather-strips.
Acoustic issues in dwellings
There is not experience of acoustic issues in dwellings.
Outdoor area accessibility for construction work
The outdoor area is accessible for construction work and there is enough space for the access
and the operation of a crane truck.

4.5 Legislative and fiscal framework
4.5.1 National standards and regulations
Specific or mandatory regulations that define comfort conditions in building
The specific rules which define comfort conditions in buildings in Spain are listed below:
•

CTE-DBHR - Protection against noise (Spanish Government, 2009b)

•

CTE-DBHE – Energy saving (Spanish Government, 2013)

•

CTE-DBHS – Health (Spanish Government, 2009a)

•

CTE-DBSUA - Safety of use and accessibility (Spanish Government, 2010)

•

RITE - Regulation of Thermal Installations in Buildings (Spanish Government, 2007)

The minimum and maximum temperature settings for heating and cooling as well as for the
percentage of humidity are stated as follows:
•

Heating temperature: 21-23ºC

•

Cooling temperature: 23-25ºC

•

Humidity: 40-60%

Energy performance certificates
In Spain the energy performance certificate is compulsory for:
•

New buildings.

•

Existing buildings or parts of buildings which does not have a certificate in force and are
sold or rented to a new lessee.

•

Buildings or parts of buildings in which a public authority occupies a total surface area of
more than 250 m2 and which are habitually frequented by public.

In Figure 74 the template of the Spanish energy performance certificate is shown.
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Figure 74 – Energy performance certificate template for Spain.
Source: www.certificadoenergeticovalencia.net (Certificado Energetico Valencia)

Other standards related to energy consumptions in building
Currently in Spain there are no other standards related to energy consumption of building to
be followed. All the items considered in the regulations about energy consumption in buildings,
are summarized in the list below:
•

Thermal characteristics of the buildings (shell including air-tightness, internal partitions,
etc.)

•

Heating installation & hot water supply

•

Insulation characteristics (u-values, g-values, etc.)

•

Air-conditioning characteristics

•

Ventilation

•

Built-in lighting installation and natural lighting

•

Position and orientation of buildings

•

Passive solar systems and active solar systems

•

Natural ventilation

•

Indoor climatic conditions, including designed indoor climate
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Energy demand, energy consumption and thermal transmittance limits
The heating demand depends on the climatic zone and on dwelling surface area, and it is
calculated with a formula. In Table 53 the heating demand for residential buildings in each
winter climatic zones and for a dwelling of 100 m2 is shown.
Table 53 – Heating demand limits in residential buildings in Spain according the CTE – HE1 (Spanish
Government, 2013).

Winter climatic zones
α

A

B

C

D

E

Heating Demand (kWh/m2*year) 15 15 15 30 47 70

The cooling demand depends on summer climatic zones. Table 54 shows the cooling demand
for residential buildings for each summer climatic zone.
Table 54 – Cooling demand limits in residential buildings in Spain according the CTE – HE1 (Spanish
Government, 2013).

Summer climatic zones
1
Cooling Demand (kWh/m2*year) 15

2

3

4

15

15

20

The non-renewable primary energy consumption limits are related to heating, cooling and
DHW services. It depends of the climatic zone and dwelling surface area, and it is calculated
with a formula. In Table 55 the primary energy consumption limits for residential buildings in
each winter climatic zones and for a dwelling of 100 m2 is shown.
Table 55 – Non-renewable primary energy consumption limits in residential buildings in Spain according
the CTE – HE0 (Spanish Government, 2013).

Winter climatic zones
α
Non-renewable primary energy consumption of heating,
cooling and DHW (kWh/m2*year)

A

B

C

D

E

50 50 55 65 90 110

The thermal transmittance limits for constructive elements depend on climatic zones. Table 56
shows the thermal transmittance limits for residential buildings in each climatic zone.
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Table 56 – Thermal transmittance limits in residential buildings in Spain according the CTE – HE1
(Spanish Government, 2013).

Winter climatic zones
Constructive Elements

α

A

B

C

D

E

Walls and elements in contact with the ground
(W/m2*K)

1.35 1.25 1.00 0.75 0.60 0.55

Roofs and floors in contact with air (W/m2*K)

1,20 0.80 0.65 0.50 0.40 0.35

Windows (W/m2*K)

5.70 5.70 4.20 3.10 2.70 2.50

Specific environmental certification procedure in buildings
In Spain, “VERDE”: it is used as a specific environmental assessment method (Green Building
Council España (GBCe)). The aspects that are addressed in the Spain building codes and
directly implemented in Zaragoza region and municipality are listed:
•

Construction safety

•

Fire safety

•

Occupants’ safety

•

Insulation characteristics

•

Energy Management

•

HVAC, Heating, and Plumbing (HEPAC)

•

Indoor Air Quality

4.5.2 Active solutions
Photovoltaic systems
Connection to electrical grid
In Spain, PV systems can be connected to the electrical grid according to Article 1 of Royal
Decree (RD) 1699/2011, which states: “The purpose of this RD is to establish the basic
administrative, contractual, economic and technical conditions for the connection to the
electricity distribution networks of the electric power production facilities included in the scope
of this RD” (Spanish Government, 2011).
Operation in island mode
In Spain, if a connection to grid is available, it is not possible to operate in island mode. The
Article 3 of RD 900/2015 states: “Isolated installation: one in which there is at no time physical
capacity of electrical connection with the transport or distribution network either directly or
indirectly through an own or an external installation. The installations disconnected from the
network by switches or equivalent devices shall not be considered isolated for the purposes of
the application of this RD”(Spanish Government, 2015).
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Grid servicing due to inverter (DC/AC converter) installation
Article 6 of RD 1699/2011 states: “The cost of the new facilities required from the border point
to the point of connection with the existing distribution network, of the repowering of distributor
lines of the same voltage level as the connection point, and, if necessary, of the repowering of
the affected transformer of the distribution company of the same tension level as the one of
the connection point, will be realized in charge of the connection requester”.
DHW/H&C targets set by the RES in Buildings directives
In Spain, DHW needs to be covered by RES depending on the climatic zone, between 30%
and 70% of RES production.
Levy on direct self-consumption
There is a levy popularly called “sun tax” that applies to PV installations that are bigger than
10 kW and also to those that use electricity storage systems (e.g. batteries). Furthermore, the
energy supplier does not reimburse the user for each unit of kWh exported back to the
electricity grid.
Subsidies regarding PV systems
In Spain, the installation of PV systems is not subsidized.
Metering/net billing scheme
There are not metering or net billing schemes in Spain regarding PV systems.
Subsidies regarding electrical or thermal storage
In Spain the installation of electrical or thermal storage systems is not subsidized.

Solar thermal systems
Subsidies regarding solar thermal energy collection
In Spain the installation of solar thermal energy collection systems is not subsidized.
Metering/ billing scheme
There are not metering or net billing schemes in Spain regarding solar thermal energy
collection systems.

Other active systems (heat pumps, biomass boilers, etc.)
Subsidies regarding other active systems
In Spain the installation of others active systems is not subsidized.
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Metering/billing scheme
There are not metering or net billing schemes in Spain regarding other active systems.

Heating and Domestic hot water regulations
There are no regulations applicable to such individual DHW systems as those installed in
Zaragoza demo building. Nevertheless, Article 1 of RD 865/2003 states: “This RD aims to
prevent and control legionellosis by adopting hygienic-sanitary measures in those facilities
where Legionella is able to proliferate and spread”, and Article 2 of RD 865/2003 states:
“Excluded from the scope of this RD are installations located in buildings dedicated to housing
exclusive use, except those affecting the external environment of these buildings.
Nevertheless, in case of appearance of cases of legionellosis, the health authorities could
demand the adoption of appropriate control measures” (Spanish Government, 2003).
Heat and water consumption metering/billing requirements
In Spain, there are metering requirements for heating and water consumption. They are
specified in the RD 8/2014, which corresponds to Article 9 of the Energy Efficiency Directive
(2012/27/EU). It provides that in case of heating, cooling or hot water supply to a building from
district heating or from a central source that supply several buildings, individual meters shall
be installed before 1st of January 2017. Furthermore, considering that the Regulation of
Thermal Installations in Buildings (RITE), approved by RD 1027/2007 of the 20th of July,
establishes that thermal installations of new buildings shall have some system that allows the
distribution of costs among the different users for each service (heating, cooling and DHW), it
is necessary to establish the same obligation for such consumption in existing buildings
(Spanish Government, 2014).

4.5.3 Passive solutions
Subsidies regarding envelope (façade and roof insulation, new windows) retrofit solutions
(competitive grants, subsidies, tax deductions, access to capital, etc.)
In Spain envelope retrofit solutions are not subsidized.

4.5.4 Other incentives
Currently no incentives schemes for renovation are available in Spain.

4.5.5 Tax deductions
In Spain taxes are not deducible either by tenants or by professionals that are performing
retrofit.

4.6 Further information
Others project relevant users groups (e.g. building managers, utility companies, etc.)
In the building there are no other users groups, which could be relevant for BuildHEAT project.

Potential barriers for the building users to actively participate in BuildHEAT project
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According to ZAVI partner viewpoint, the potential barriers for the building users are listed:
•

Distrust towards administration in general and to the fact that this project will not suppose
an extra cost for them.

•

Fear that ZAVI partner could discover things that they are doing and are “illegal” or incorrect
(e.g. use of butane, manipulation of the electrical meters in general room, etc.)

•

Specific dwellings: fear that ZAVI partner discovers illegal activities (e.g. non declared
incomes, consumption of drugs, etc.)

Activities which could be taken to raise the users’ interest in BuildHEAT project
As responsible of Zaragoza demo building, ZAVI partner has carried out personal visits with
social workers and European assistances in 50 dwellings to explain the main goal of the project
in order to involve the tenants in BuildHEAT project.
Furthermore, ZAVI partner is going to start a participation process with a team composed by
its social workers and professional mediators of communities that will include different activities
to generate a trust process between neighbours:
•

Personal meetings.

•

Group meetings (portals and general).

•

Create an info point nearby so they can ask and find information.

•

Specific activities with adults.

•

Specific activities with children.
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5 Rome case study
5.1 Information on the overall building
5.1.1 General information
Location and design information
The data shown in Table 57 are complemented with architectural project attached in Annex J
– Rome CS: architectural plans.
Table 57 – Rome demo building: location and design information.

Address

Via Efisio Orano, 3-9-15-23-29, 00155 Rome

Construction year

1971

Eventual previous retrofit year

/
11,192.67 m2:

Gross total area (m²)

1,065.75 m2 (Basement floor) + 336.12 m2 (Ground
floor) + 8*1,223.85 m2 (First to Eighth floor)

Total built volume (m3)

35,846 m3

Number of floors

Basement + Ground + 8

Floor height

2.95 m (basement), 2.75 m (ground) and 3.05 m
(first to eighth floor)

Number of dwellings (specify how
80 (78)
many are occupied)

Figure 75 – Rome demo building
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N
Figure 76 – Rome demo building: location.

General description
A plan of the building reporting the ID of the zones is shown in Figure 77.
Ground floor

First to Eighth floor

Figure 77 – Rome demo building: floor plans.

The surface area and the use of each building zone defined in the Figure 77 are summarized
in the following table.
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Table 58 – Rome demo building: surface areas per zone.

Use
Floor

Basement

Ground

ID*

Number
(Residential of
or
non- rooms
residential)

Gross
area
(m2)

Net
area
(m2)

Basement
storage rooms

Nonresidential

N/A

981.90

Stairs

Nonresidential
(x5)

N/A

Stairs
and Nonmain access residential
hall
(x5)

926.58

0.00

0.00

16.77

10.65

0.00

0.00

N/A

49.42

47.52

0.00

0.00

Nonresidential
(x2)

N/A

44.51

41.58

0.00

0.00

5xType 1

Residential
(x10)

4

114.00

96.00

91.00

0.00

Nonresidential
(x5)

N/A

16.77

10.65

0.00

0.00

Residential
(x6)

4

114.00

96.00

91.00

0.00

Residential
(x54)

4

114.00

96.00

88.00

0.00

Nonresidential
(x30)

N/A

16.77

10.65

0.00

0.00

Residential
(x10)

4

114.00

96.00

91.00

0.00

Nonresidential
(x5)

N/A

16.77

10.65

0.00

0.00

Stairs

Type 1
30xType 2
Second to
24xType 1
seventh
Stairs

5xType 1
5xType2
Eighth

Cooled
area
(m2)

Communal
room

5xType 2
First

Heated
area
(m2)

Stairs

*ID according Figure 77 – Rome demo building: floor plans.

Non-residential occupancy
There are storage rooms at basement level but their use is occasional.

5.2 Construction typology
The following information is complemented with the architectural project and drawings
attached in the Annex J – Rome CS: architectural plans.
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5.2.1 Walls
Table 59 – Rome demo building: constructive information about walls.

Materials
Face
perforate
d bricks

External ***

Conduct.

Density

Thickness

(W/mK)*

(kg/m3)*

(m)

0.427

920

0.110

Air
cavity**

walls

U - value
(W/ m2K)
0.97

0.110

Gypsum
block

0.300

750

0.080

External walls
(below
and
above
the Precast
windows
in concrete
East and West
façades)

2.300

2,400

0.120

4.50

Bearing
concrete
wall

2.300

2,400

0.150

4.25

Internal walls
(between
Gypsum
dwellings
in
block
the
same
block)

0.300

750

0.080

2.29

Party walls

*Estimated according to UNI EN ISO 10456:2008 (Comitato Termotecnico Italiano (CTI), 2008a)
**Estimated according to UNI EN ISO 6946:2008 (Comitato Termotecnico Italiano (CTI), 2008b)
***From outside to inside

5.2.2 Roofs
Table 60 – Rome demo building: constructive information about roofs.

Conduct.

Density

Thickness

(W/mK)*

(kg/m3)*

(m)

2.000

1,450

0.020

Waterproofing 0.170
membrane

1,050

0.010

Concrete
screed

1.350

1,900

0.050

Reinforced
concrete slab

2.300

2,400

0.150

Materials
Gravel

Flat
roof**

U- value
(W/ m2K)
2.93

*Estimated according to UNI EN ISO 10456:2008 (Comitato Termotecnico Italiano (CTI), 2008a)
**From outside to inside
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5.2.3 Floors
Table 61 – Rome demo building: constructive information about floors

Materials

Conduct. Density
(W/mK)*

Low Density 0.025
Polyurethane
Foam Block

45

0.035

2.300

2,400

0.150

0.500

1,450

0.003

Stoneware
tiles

1.300

1,700

0.007

Reinforced
concrete

2.300

2,400

0.150

Glue

0.500

1,450

0.003

Stoneware
tiles

1.300

1,700

0.007

Floor over
Reinforced
exterior
unheated concrete
space
Glue

Internal
floor
(between
dwellings)

Thickness U- value
(W/ m2K)
(kg/m3)* (m)
0.61

4.06

*Estimated according to UNI EN ISO 10456:2008 (Comitato Termotecnico Italiano (CTI), 2008a)

5.2.4 Openings
Windows, roof windows/skylights (in common areas)
Table 62 – Rome demo building: constructive information about windows glazing in common zones.

Glazing
type

Layer
(mm)

Total solar
(SHGC)*

Single

3 or 4

0.8

transmission Light
transmission*

0.85

U
value
(W/m2K)**

5.70

*Estimated value
**Estimated according to UNI EN ISO 10077-1:2007 (Comitato Termotecnico Italiano (CTI), 2007)

Table 63 – Rome demo building: constructive information about windows frames in common zones.

Frame

Material

Width (m)

Aluminium without
thermal break

Unknown

U value (W/m2K)*

Absorptivity
(color)

5.90

Black

*Estimated according to UNI EN ISO 10077-1:2007 (Comitato Termotecnico Italiano (CTI), 2007)
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Table 64 – Rome demo building: constructive information about windows dividers in common zones.

Dividers

Material

Width (m)

Number
U
value
horizontal
(W/m2K)*
dividers

1

Aluminium
without thermal
break

Unknown

5.90

of Number
vertical
dividers

1

of

0

* Estimated according to UNI EN ISO 10077-1:2007 (Comitato Termotecnico Italiano (CTI), 2007)

Table 65 – Rome demo building: constructive information about windows reveals in common zones.

Reveals

Outside reveal depth (m)

Unknown

Inside reveal depth (m)

Unknown

Inside sill depth (m)

Unknown

No shading devices are installed.

Figure 78 –Rome demo building: building common zone generic window.

Doors
Table 66 – Rome demo building: constructive information about doors in common zones.

Type

Material

U-Value
(W/ m2K)

Thickness
(m)

Building main access door

Single glaze with steel frame

Unknown

Unknown
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Figure 79 – Rome demo building: building main access door.

5.2.5 Centralised Heating, Cooling and DHW systems (only centralised)
In Rome demo building there is a centralised heating system shared with three others buildings
which have the same geometry, surfaces and volumes of BuildHEAT pilot. In 2015, along the
main distribution pipes of the buildings, one calorimeter for each building was installed in order
to account heating consumptions separately. Initially, the centralised system provided also
DHW, but in 2015 the tenants of Rome demo building decided to cut off this service due to the
inadequacy of the heat provided and to the expensive costs of DHW generation. Currently,
individual boilers are used for the DHW production. Regarding centralised cooling and
mechanical ventilation system, they are not installed in the building.

Maintenance
The main inspection and maintenance requirements/standards for heating system are shown
in Table 67.
Table 67 – Rome demo building: main maintenance standards for centralised heating system.

System
Centralised
boiler

heating

Activity

Frequency

Yearly costs

Maintenance

Annually

10,335.24 €

Energy uses
The information on the building’s energy performance is available for the winter 2015-2016. It
was obtained from the “Calculation report for the distribution of winter heating costs” where
heating energy consumptions at dwelling level are calculated by the demo building manager
according the Italian standard UNI10200:2015 “Centralized heating systems for winter heating
and DHW production - Criteria for allocating the winter heating and DHW costs” (Italian
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National Body for Standard (UNI), 2015). In the report, the energy cost of the centralised
heating system, which includes gas and electrical energy cost, is separated in two types:
voluntary and involuntary, which correspond respectively to 77.79% and 22.21% of the total
heating energy consumption.
The voluntary cost is distributed among the dwellings proportionally to its used thermal energy,
which is estimated according to the characteristics of the radiators (material, dimension, etc.)
and to the readings of the individual calorimeters installed. On the other hand, the involuntary
cost considers the energy losses of the distribution system produced between the main
calorimeter installed at building level and those installed at dwellings level. The distribution of
this cost among each tenant, together with the cost for system maintenance and readings
management, are calculated in thousands parts proportionally to the energy demand of each
dwelling which is estimated according to the Italian standards UNI/TS 11300 part 1
“Determination of the building's thermal energy demand for heating and air conditioned” and
UNI/TS 11300 part 2 “Determination of the primary energy demand and of the efficiency for
the winter heating and for the production of DHW” (Italian National Body for Standard (UNI),
2011).
Table 68 outlines the different types of costs concerning the heating system for the overall
building.
Table 68 – Rome demo building: heating energy consumption from 1st of November 2015 to 15th of April
2016.

34,463.35 €

Voluntary heating
energy cost

Gas
Electricity

2,236.11 €

Involuntary heating
energy cost

Gas

9,841.98 €

Electricity

638.58 €

36,699.46 €
10,480.56 €

Maintenance cost

10,335.24 €

Management cost

1,914.00 €

Total yearly heating cost

59,429.27 €

The distribution of heating energy cost in percentage is represented in Figure 80, where it can
be observed that only 62% of the total heating energy cost is due to the useful thermal energy
(voluntary heating).

Figure 80 – Rome demo building: heating energy cost distribution.
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The following table is filled with current values of energy price and consumption (relative to the
whole building). The electricity and gas tariff regime are based on a fixed tariff for the financial
year.
Table 69 – Rome demo building: energy and water price from 2015 to 2016.

2015

2016

Electricity price (€/kWh)**

0.2450

0.2413

Electricity consumption (kWh/year)

Unknown

Unknown

Gas price (€/m3)*

0.7956

0.7601

Gas consumption (m3/year)*

56,687.95

Water price (€/l)

Unknown

Unknown

Water consumption (l/year)

Unknown

Unknown

*Referred to the gas heating consumption of all dwellings from 1st of November 2015 to 15th of April 2016
**According to Eurostat data (Eurostat)
***According to AEEGSI data (Autoritá per l'energia electrica il gas e il sistema idrico (AEEGSI), 2016)

Currently, in the building there are no activities in construction or energy saving ongoing or
planned, parallel to BuildHEAT project, which might bias the impact of energy consumption.

Measuring and control devices
As explained in the introduction of this chapter, there is a calorimeter installed on the main gas
pipe that goes from the centralised boiler to each of the building where it supplies, in order to
measure the buildings heating consumptions separately. The available information for this
device is summarized in Table 70.
Table 70 – Rome demo building: measuring and control devices main features.

Device

Calorimeter

Model

Unknown

Number of
Location
Units

1

General
heating
distribution
pipe

Parameters
measured

Available
communica
tion
protocol

Thermal
energy

Unknown

5.2.6 Lighting and other electrical equipment
Table 71 describes the current lighting technologies, as well as the values of luminaires unit
and power in the common areas of the building.
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Table 71 – Rome demo building: lighting inventory of common zones.

Zone

N. of luminaires

Total power (W)

Luminaire type

Gate A

14

504W

Fluorescent

Gate B

14

504W

Fluorescent

Gate C

14

504W

Fluorescent

Gate D

14

504W

Fluorescent

Gate E

14

504W

Fluorescent

Exterior common
21
zone area

756W

Fluorescent

An inventory of electrical equipment installed in the common zones of the building is shown in
Table 72.
Table 72 – Rome demo building: electrical appliances inventory of common zones.

Type of electrical appliance

Number of
Power (W)
equipment

Schedule
or
frequency of use

Elevator

5

Unknown

Unknown

Maintenance
Yearly predictive maintenance is scheduled for elevators of each gate.

5.3 Information on the single dwellings
5.3.1 General information
Location and geometry data
Table 73 – Rome demo building: general information on single dwellings.

Floor

8

Façades orientation

East and West

Gross total area (m²)

11,192.67 m²:
Residential (9,120.68 m²) + Non-residential (2,071.99
m²)

Net total area (m²)

9,406.59 m²:
Residential (7,680.00 m²) + Non-residential (1,726.59
m²)

Heated area (m²)
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Residential (7,118.00 m²) + Non-residential (0.00 m²)
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Cooled area (m²)

0.00 m²

Exposure to wind

During summer the West façade is exposed to
“Ponente”. In winter East façade is exposed to “Levante”
and Nord façade to “Tramontana”.

Number of habitable rooms

4 (2 bedrooms, one living room and one dining room)

Number of non-habitable rooms

3 (2 bathrooms and one kitchen)

Figure 81 – Rome demo building: dwelling typical floor plan.

Occupancy
The total occupancy of the building is 194 people. Most of the apartments are occupied by two
or three people as can be seen in the graph of Figure 82.
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Figure 82 – Rome demo building: number of dwellings according to number of inhabitants.

Figure 83 shows the number of inhabitants for each dwelling.

Figure 83 – Rome demo building: dwelling occupancy.

5.3.2 Openings
The windows that were originally installed in the building have timber frame with a 4mm single
glazing. During the energy audits, three others types of window have been identified. Figure
84 describes the number of windows according their typology.
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Figure 84 – Rome demo building: distribution of dwellings according types of window.

Windows, roof windows/skylights (in the single dwellings)
Table 74 shows the different types of window and the ID of dwellings where they are installed.
Table 74 – Rome demo building: main features about windows (type of glazing and frame).

Windows
ID

Glazing
type

A

Double
glazing

B

U value
Frame
(W/m2K)*

U
value Opening
2
(W/m K)*
system

3.30

Aluminium
with no
thermal
break

5.90

Folding

Single
glazing
(4 mm)

5.70

Timber

2.20

Folding

C

Double
glazing

3.30

Timber with
thermal
break

2.00

Folding

D

Double
glazing

3.30

PVC

1.80

Folding

*Estimated according to UNI EN ISO 10077-1:2007 (Comitato Termotecnico Italiano (CTI), 2007)

The main features of windows shading installed in Rome pilot are resumed in Table 75.
Table 75 – Rome demo building: main features about windows shading in single dwellings.

Shading

Type

Position

Control type

Operation schedule

PVC
Roller
blind

Exterior

Manual

Unknown
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Figure 85 shows the different types of windows found in Rome pilot, as follows:

A

B

C

D

Figure 85 – Rome demo building: window types according Table 74 – Rome demo building: main features
about windows (type of glazing and frame).

Doors
The main features of the access doors of dwellings are shown in Table 76.
Table 76 – Rome demo building: constructive information about doors in single dwellings.

Type
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Material

Conduct.
(W/mK)

Density
(kg/m3)

U-Value
(W/
m2K)

Thicknes
s (m)
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Dwelling
main access
door

Metal and
solid wood

Unknown

Unknow
n

Unknow
n

Unknown

Following, an image of a typical main access door installed in Rome pilot is shown.

Figure 86 –Rome demo building: dwelling main access door.

5.3.3 Dwelling Heating, Cooling and DHW systems
The heating distribution system consists in iron radiators which are equipped with calorimeters
used to calculate individual heating consumption, considering that a central heating system
provides thermal energy to all dwellings. More information about the centralised heating
system is included in the chapter 5.2.5 - Centralised Heating, Cooling and DHW systems (only
centralised). With regards to the cooling, there is no information available, as most of the
tenants have not given the authorization to carry out the energy audit in their dwelling.
Nevertheless, it can be assumed that most of dwellings usually do not have a cooling system.
Regarding the production of DHW, it is provided by individuals’ wall-mounted boilers which are
usually installed in dwellings balconies. All boilers were installed in 2015 and have a power of
25 kW, using methane gas as energy source.

Mechanical ventilation
There is no mechanical ventilation system installed.

Energy uses
In the building, natural gas (Methane) is used as the main energy source for heating and DHW,
while electricity is used for auxiliary devices, lighting and electrical appliances. Currently, only
the data concerning heating energy consumptions are available because tenants have not
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given the authorization to carry out the energy audit in their dwelling. Nevertheless this
information could be estimated accurately through building energy simulation.
As explained in the chapter 5.2.5 - Centralised Heating, Cooling and DHW systems (only
centralised), the total heating energy cost of natural gas is divided in voluntary and involuntary
costs. The average amongst all the dwellings during the winter 2015/2016 was 6.20 €/m2,
which corresponds to a consumption of 7.80 SCM/m2, estimated considering a cost for the
natural gas of 0.7956 €/SCM (Autoritá per l'energia electrica il gas e il sistema idrico (AEEGSI),
2016). The costs related to the maintenance of the centralised heating system and the
management of consumption readings should be finally added.
Figure 87 shows, for each dwelling, the total cost of heating distributed in voluntary
consumption, the involuntary consumption and the maintenance and management cost from
1st of November 2015 to 15th of April 2016 per square meter of heated area.

Figure 87 –Rome demo building: total heating energy cost per dwelling from 1st of November 2015 to 15th
of April 2016

Figure 88 shows, for each dwelling, the voluntary and involuntary heating energy consumption
of natural gas per square meters of heated area from 1st of November 2015 to 15th of April
2016.
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Figure 88 –Rome demo building: voluntary and involuntary heating energy consumptions of natural gas
per dwelling from 1st of November 2015 to 15th of April 2016

The previous graph shows that voluntary heating consumptions are very different from one
dwelling to another despite of the fact that their estimated heating energy demands are more
homogenous, as it can be seen in Figure 89 – Rome demo building: yearly estimated heating
energy demand per dwelling. This is due to the fact that, for the calculation of energy demand,
the dwelling occupations as well as the heating schedules and temperature set points have
been considered as constant for all dwellings. The variation of heating demand that can be
observed in the graph of Figure 89 is due mainly to the position of the dwellings and to its
energy losses. In fact, the highest energy demands, as expected, correspond to those
dwellings that are located at the first or last floor and that compose the West and East façade,
since their exterior envelope surface is higher than other dwellings. Following the heating
energy demand values for each dwelling are shown, calculated according to the Italian
standards UNI/TS 11300 part 1 “Determination of the building's thermal energy demand for
heating and air conditioned”.

Figure 89 – Rome demo building: yearly estimated heating energy demand per dwelling.
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No information is available regarding others types of energy consumption as DHW, lighting
and electrical devices consumption.

Measuring and control devices
As mentioned in the chapter 5.2.5 - Centralised Heating, Cooling and DHW systems (only
centralised), calorimeters are installed on the radiators of each dwelling with the aim of
distributing the total cost of the centralised heating system amongst all tenants proportionally
to their real heating consumption. The information related to the control devices installed in
dwellings is summarized in Table 77 – Rome demo building: main features of dwelling
measuring and control devices.

Table 77 – Rome demo building: main features of dwelling measuring and control devices.

of Room
(N. Parameters
and type)
measured

Available
communicati
on protocol

Device

Model

Number
Units

Calorimeter

Unknown

580

Radiators of Radiator
each
temperature
dwelling
fluctuation

Unknown

Electrical
Consumptio
n Meter

Unknown

80

Unknown

Electric
consumption

Unknown

Water
consumption
meter

Unknown

80

Unknown

Water
consumption

Unknown

5.4 Façade analysis
5.4.1 Façade technical features
Technical characteristics have been already defined in the previous sections (walls, openings,
etc.). This section aims to gather part of that information and defining the details of the
interactions between the façade and other elements of the building.
In Figure 90 two common building sections are shown. According to their position, the ID name
of the constructive detail that will be analysed are indicated.
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D
E
A

A
C

C

F

F

G

G

Figure 90 – Rome demo building: analyzed constructive details ID and location in a typical building
section. Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes
CE3X (Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “A” refers to the interaction between façade and floor slab (section). In the Rome
demo building, considering that there is no thermal insulation in the façade, the type of
interaction corresponds to two types, depending on the position in façade. In correspondence
of windows, the interaction corresponds to that shown in Figure 91.

Figure 91 – Rome demo building: detail A of the interaction between façade (windows) and floor slab
(section). Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes
CE3X (Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

Meanwhile in the others zones of the building façade, there is an air chamber, so the detail “A”
corresponds to what is shown in Figure 92.

Figure 92 – Rome demo building: detail A of the interaction between façade and floor slab (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)
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The detail “B” refers to the interaction between façade and pillars (plans). Figure 93 describes
the type of interaction of the Rome demo building.

Figure 93 – Rome demo building: detail B of the interaction between façade and pillars (plan). Source:
Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X (Instituto para
la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “C” refers to the interaction between façade and windows (sections). In the Rome
demo building, this type of interaction corresponds to Figure 94.

Figure 94 – Rome demo building: detail C of the interaction between façade and windows (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “D” refers to the interaction between façade and flat roof (sections). The type of
interaction in Rome demo building is shown in Figure 95.

Figure 95 – Rome demo building: detail D of the interaction between façade and flat roof (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “F” refers to the interaction between façade and overhangs (sections). In the Rome
demo building, the type of interaction corresponds to what is shown in Figure 96.
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Figure 96 – Rome demo building: detail F of the interaction between façade and overhangs (section).
Source: Manual de Fundamentos técnicos de calificación energética de edificios existentes CE3X
(Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (IDAE), 2012)

The detail “G” refers to the interaction between façade and ground slab (sections). There are
several possibilities for this detail; so a description and a sketch of the constructive section
from the architectural team of Rome demo building are described in the following table.
Table 78 – Rome demo building: description of the interaction between façade and ground slab (detail G).

Layers (from outside to inside)
Constructive
element

External
façade External
façade Internal
(section C-D of Figure (section A-B of Figure partition
97)
97)

1.

Material

Face
bricks

Thickness (mm)
2.

3.

perforated

horizontal

Precast concrete

Stoneware tiles

110

12

7

Material

Air cavity

/

Glue

Thickness (mm)

110

/

3

Material

Gypsum block

/

Reinforced
slab

Thickness (mm)

80

/

150
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Figure 97 – Rome demo building: detail G of the interaction between façade and ground slab (section)

5.4.2 Questions linked with façade retrofitting
Maximum increase of the volume allowed after the façade retrofitting (insulation + new cladding
system),
The thickness of the façade can be increased by 25 cm maximum.
Urban constrain with regards to finishing and colour of the façade.
The zone where the building is located has no urban constraint regarding façade finishing and
colour.
Urban constrain with regards to position of the openings and wall/window ratio
There are urban constraints regarding the total practicable surface of the windows and exterior
doors, which must be at least 1/8 of the useful surface of the room that ventilates.
Structure conditions
The structure of the building is in good conditions.
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Evaluations on static and dynamic loads (wind and eventually seismic)
Evaluations on wind and seismic static and dynamic loads are not available.
Condensation/mould in the inner side of the existing façade
There is no condensation or mould in the building.
Draught in dwellings
There no draughts in the dwellings.
Acoustic issues in dwellings
There is not experience of acoustic issues in dwellings.
Outdoor area accessibility for construction work
The outdoor area is accessible for construction work and there is enough space for the access
and the operation of a crane truck.

5.5 Legislative and fiscal framework
5.5.1 National standards and regulations
Specific or mandatory regulations that define comfort conditions in building
The specific rule which defines comfort conditions in buildings in Italy is:
•

President of Republic Decree D.P.R. 74/2013 of·16th of April 2013 (Italian Government,
2013a)

The minimum and maximum temperature settings for heating and cooling are stated as follows:
•

Heating temperature: 20-22ºC

•

Cooling temperature: 24-26ºC

Furthermore, depending on the climatic zone, schedule limits for the use of heating system are
defined also. In Italy there are 6 climatic zones defined according the degrees day of the Table
A of the President of Republic Decree R.P.D. n. 412 of the 26th of August 1993 (Italian
Government, 1993). A map with the distribution of climatic zones in Italy is shown in Figure 98.
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Zone A
Zone B
Zone C
Zone D
Zone E
Zone F

Figure 98 – Italian climatic zones distribution. Source: www.luce-gas.it (luce-gas.it)

According to the latter, Rome demo building belongs to the climatic zone “D”, and limits are:
•

maximum duration of heating hours per day: 12 hours

•

annual period in which is allowed the use of heating system: from 1st of November to 15th
of April

Energy performance certificates
In Italy the energy performance certificate called “Attestato di Prestazione Energetica - APE”
is compulsory for (Italian Ministry of Economic Development, 2015) :
•

New buildings

•

Existing buildings or parts of buildings which does not have a certificate in force and are
sold or rented to a new lessee.

•

Public buildings and buildings habitually frequented by public.

•

In case of deep renovations when works insist on more than 25% of the envelope (walls
and roofs) of the entire building.

•

In case of new or renewed contracts for the management of heating and/or air-conditioning
systems of public buildings.

The template of the Italian energy performance certificate is shown in Figure 99.
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Figure 99 – Energy performance certificate template for Italy. Source: www.cened.it (CENED)

Other standards related to energy consumptions in building
The law n. 90 of the 3rd of August 2013 which transposes in Italy the Energy Performance of
Building Directive EPBD 2010/31/UE, is implemented through the Ministerial Decree of the 26th
of June 2015 which defines the minimum requirements and the methods for the calculation of
building energy performance in new and refurbished buildings (Italian Government, 2013b;
The European Parliament and Council, 2010). On the other hand, the Legislative Decree D.Lgs
n. 102 of 4th of July 2014 implement in Italy the Energy Efficiency Directive EED 2012/27/EU
(Italian Government, 2014).
Other standards related to energy consumption of building are the following:
•

CTI 14/2013 - Energy performance of buildings - Determination of primary energy and of
energy performance for the building's classification (Comitato Termotecnico Italiano (CTI),
2013).

•

UNI/TS 11300 - Energy performance of buildings (Part 1 to 4)

•

UNI EN 15193 - Energy performance of buildings – Energy requirements for lighting (Italian
National Body for Standard (UNI), 2007)
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Energy demand, energy consumption and thermal transmittance limits
There are not fixed values of minimum energy consumption or thermal transmittance required
for new or refurbished buildings, but only a value limit of total primary energy demand. It is
variable because it must be lower than the resulting for the reference building.
The reference building is the virtual building to which the real buildings are compared. It is a
building with the same geometry, orientation and localisation, type of use, context situation and
energy production systems of the real building, but with values of thermal characteristics (e.g.
thermal transmittance of exterior wall, solar factor of windows glazing, etc.) and energy
parameters (e.g. efficiency of heating system, efficiency of ventilation system, etc.) established
depending on the type of building (residential, tertiary, etc.), on the category of intervention
(new construction, renovation of first level, renovation of second level, etc.) and on the climatic
zones of the studied building. These values are not mandatory for the real building, which is
obliged to respect only the energy demand limits.
The thermal transmittance limits related to the reference building envelope can be found in the
Appendix A of the Ministerial Decree of the 26th of June 2015, and are related to two phases
of application (Italian Ministry of Economic Development, 2015):
•

(2015): from the 1st of July 2015 for all types of buildings

•

(2019/21): from the 1st of January 2019 for public buildings and from the 1st of January
2021 for all the others buildings

Table 79 shows the envelope thermal transmittance limits for the reference building, in case
of new building construction and renovation of first level for each Italian climatic zone, and
referred to the first phase of application.
Table 79 – Envelope thermal transmittance limits in Italy (2015).

U (W/m2K)
Constructive
Element

Climatic zone
A&B

C

D

E

F

Exterior Walls

0.45

0.38

0.34

0.30

0.28

Roofs

0.38

0.36

0.30

0.25

0.23

Exterior floors

0.46

0.40

0.32

0.30

0.28

Windows

3.20

2.40

2.00

1.80

1.50

Party
walls
0.80
(between dwellings)

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

On the other hand, Table 80 describes the envelope thermal transmittance limits for the
reference building in case of new building construction and renovation of first level for each
Italian climatic zone and referred to the second phase of application.
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Table 80 – Envelope thermal transmittance limits in Italy (2019/21).

U (W/m2K)
Constructive
Element

Climatic zone
A&B

C

D

E

F

Exterior Walls

0.43

0.34

0.29

0.26

0.24

Roofs

0.35

0.33

0.26

0.22

0.20

Exterior floors

0.44

0.38

0.29

0.26

0.24

Windows

3.00

2.20

1.80

1.40

1.10

Party walls
(between
dwellings)

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

Furthermore, an overall heat transfer coefficient for the reference building is defined depending
on each climatic zone, on type of intervention and on the Surface Area to Volume ratio. The
following table shows the limit values of this coefficient according to Table 10 of the Appendix
A of the Ministerial Decree of the 26th of June 2015.
Table 81 – Thermal transmittance limits in residential buildings in Italy referred to the whole building.

U (W/m2K)
Surface area to
volume ratio (S/V)

Climatic Zone
A&B

C

D

E

F

S/V >0.7

0.58

0.55

0.53

0.50

0.48

0.7>S/V>0.4

0.63

0.60

0.58

0.55

0.53

0.4>S/V

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.75

0.70

In
case
of
expansion or deep
0.73
renovations for all
buildings

0.70

0.68

0.65

0.62

Specific environmental certification procedure in buildings
Currently in Italy there are three main types of environmental certification for buildings, and all
of them are based on an assessment rating system:
•

Protocollo Itaca: available in eight Italian regions, included Lazio (Istituto per l'Innovazione
e Trasparenza degli Appalti e la Compatibilitá Ambientale (ITACA))

•

CasaClima – KlimaHaus: available in all regions and mandatory in the province of Bolzano
(Agenzia Casa Clima)

•

GBC Home, GBC Historic Buildings and GBC Districts: available in all regions, they are
based on LEED certification and are promoted by the Green Building Council Italia (GBC
Italia) (Green Building Council Italia).
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5.5.2 Active solutions
Photovoltaic systems
Connection to electrical grid
In Italy, PV systems can be connected to the electrical grid according to Legislative Decree n.
387 of the 29th of December 2003 which corresponds to the transposition of the European
Directive 2001/77/CE (Italian Government, 2004; The European Parliament and Council,
2001).
Operation in island mode
The installation of an off-grid PV system is allowed and it is regulated by the deliberation of
20th November of 2014 (574/2014/R/EEL) and of the 18th of December 2014 (642/2014/R/EEL)
published by the Italian Regulatory Authority for Electricity Gas and Water (AEEG) (Autoritá
per l'energia electrica il gas e il sistema idrico (AEEGSI), 2014; Gestore Servizi Energetici
(GSE), 2014)
Grid servicing due to inverter (DC/AC converter) installation
The technical and economic conditions for connection to electricity grids of electricity
generation plants is regulated by the deliberation of the 23rd of July 2008 (ARG/elt 99/08)
published by the AEEG (L’autorità per l’energia elettrica e il gas (AEEG), 2008).
DHW/H&C targets set by the RES in Buildings directives
In Italy, for new buildings and for deep renovations, the DHW consumption needs to be covered
by a 50% of RES production. Furthermore, from the 1st of January 2017 the amount of heating,
cooling and DHW consumptions needs to be covered by a 50% of RES production.
Levy on direct self-consumption
In Italy no levies are imposed on direct self-consumption.
Subsidies regarding PV systems
In Italy, PV systems are currently subsidized by the Law of Stability 2017 n. 232 of 11th of
December 2016. It establishes that the 65% of the inversion for the installation of a PV system
at residential level will be reimbursed through a tax deduction for the ten years following to the
PV system installation (Italian Government, 2016a).
Metering/net billing scheme
The management of the net metering service has been assigned by the AEEG to the Manager
of Energy Services (GSE) according to deliberation 570/2012/R/efr. It is foreseen that the
electricity generated by a consumer/producer in an eligible on-site plant and injected into the
grid can be used to offset the electricity withdrawn from the grid. GSE pays a contribution to
the customer based on injections and withdrawals of electricity in a given calendar year and
on their respective market values (Autoritá per l'Energia Electrica il Gas e il Sistema Idrico
(AEEGSI), 2012).
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Subsidies regarding electrical or thermal storage
The use of storage connected to a PV system has the same subsidies of those established for
PV systems mentioned before.

Solar thermal systems
Subsidies regarding solar thermal energy collection
In Italy, the installation of solar thermal energy systems is subsidized according the Law of
Stability 2017 n. 232 of the 11th of December 2016. It establishes that the 65% of the inversion
for the installation of a solar thermal system to produce hot water for domestic or industrial
uses and for the hot water supplies in swimming pools, sports facilities, retirements homes,
schools and universities will be reimbursed through tax deduction for a maximum amount of
60,000 Euros.
Metering/ billing scheme
In case that the total surface of solar panels exceeds 100 m2, the installation of a heat metering
system is required according to the ministerial decree of 16th of February 2016. Furthermore,
the metering values of the thermal energy produced and used to cover the thermal demand
must be communicated to the GSE yearly. The cost of the heat metering system can be
included in the amount of the inversion that account for the subsidies mentioned before.

Other active systems (heat pumps, biomass boilers, etc.)
Subsidies regarding other active systems
In Italy, other technologies are subsidized according to the Law of Stability 2017 n. 232 of the
11th of December 2016. Following technologies are subsidised:
•

Condensation boilers

•

High efficiency heat pumps and ground heat pumps with low enthalpy

•

Heat pumps for the production of DHW

•

Biomass boilers

The 70% of the inversion for the installation of these systems will be reimbursed trough tax
deduction for a maximum amount of 40,000 Euros per dwelling.
Metering/billing scheme
In case that the useful thermal power of the systems mentioned before exceeds 200 kW, the
installation of a heat metering system is required according to the ministerial decree of 16 th of
February 2016 (Italian Ministry of Economic Development, 2016). Furthermore, the metering
values of the thermal energy produced and used to cover the thermal demand must be
communicated to the GSE yearly. The cost of the heat metering system can be included in the
amount of the inversion that account for the subsidies mentioned before.
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Heating and Domestic hot water regulations
The “Guidelines for the prevention and control of Legionellosis” published on the 13th of May
2015 by the Italian Ministry of Health aims to merge, update and integrate all the specifications
above national guidelines and regulations regarding the Legionella disease (Italian Ministry of
Health, 2015). Regarding the centralized DHW distribution systems, it states that the
temperature of water in the accumulation tanks must be of at least 60º degrees, while the
distribution water temperature must be of at least 50º degrees.
Heat and water consumption metering/billing requirements
The Legislative Decree n.141 of the 18th July 2016 establishes that for all centralised heating
and DHW systems, the installation of individual meters that allow the distribution of
consumptions for each user is mandatory (Italian Government, 2016b). Originally, the deadline
to provide the involved buildings with individual heating and DHW meters was the 31st of
December 2016, but according to the Legislative Decree n.244 of the 30th of December 2016
the deadline has been postponed to the 30th of June 2017(Italian Government, 2016c).

5.5.3 Passive solutions
Subsidies regarding envelope (façade and roof insulation, new windows) retrofit solutions
(competitive grants, subsidies, tax deductions, access to capital, etc.).
According to the Law of Stability 2017 n. 232 of the 11th of December 2016, the interventions
related to the reduction of heating energy demand and to the improvement of building thermal
performance (e.g. envelope insulation, windows substitution, etc.) are subsided through a tax
deduction that corresponds to the 65% of the inversion. Where a renovation affects more than
25% of the building envelope, the tax deduction can reach the 75% of inversion.

5.5.4 Tax deductions
As mentioned in the previous chapters, tax deduction is applicable to tenants and depends on
the type of intervention. In general it account for 50% - 75% of the inversion.

5.6 Further information
Others project relevant users groups (e.g. building managers, utility companies, etc.)
In Rome demo building the building manager can be considered as a relevant user because
he is the responsible of the maintenance of the centralised thermal system and of the
distribution of global heating consumptions amongst all tenants.
Potential barriers for the building users to actively participate in BuildHEAT project
According to RIGENERA partner viewpoint, the followings are potential barriers for the building
users:
•

Generic distrust towards innovation actions.

•

Low availability to approve the access at the individual properties for the installation of new
systems or for the works regarding the improvements of the building envelope (e.g.
windows substitution)
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•

Resistance to the anticipation of the necessary capital for the building renovation despite
the availability of incentives.

Activities which could be taken to raise the users’ interest in BuildHEAT project
The partner RIGENERA considers that the organisation of meetings, seminars and workshops
oriented to the improvement of a social consciousness towards the energy efficiency and
innovation could raise the interest of tenants in BuildHEAT project.
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6 Comparative
analysis
recommendations

of

the

results

and

The energy audits developed during this task have evidenced several aspects that differs
amongst the three demo pilots despite they have the same final use. In this chapter the most
relevant differences are summarized and analysed.

6.1 Energy uses
First of all, it is important to point out that Rome CS is by far the largest of the three buildings
in terms of heated surface (7,118.00 m²) and has the highest number of dwellings (80) and
tenants (194). As consequence, it is expected that its energy consumptions were also the
highest amongst the three demos, but this could be not true considering that the Rome climate
conditions are the most temperate. The average temperatures as well as Heating Degree Days
(HDD) and Cooling Degree Days (CDD) based on historical data for the three demo locations
are shown below, in order to have a better understanding of the energy needs related to
heating and cooling systems. Figure 100 shows the monthly average temperatures based on
the historical data of last 30 years for the three demo sites.

Figure 100 –Monthly historical average temperatures for the three demo locations. Elaborated by CIRCE
partner according data of www.weatherbase.com (Weatherbase)

According to the previous figure, it can be observed that Rome and Zaragoza have similar
annual average temperatures with 15.5ºC and 15.0ºC respectively, while in Manchester the
annual average temperature is 10.0ºC which is quite lower than the other two sites, with a
significant difference during summer period when it could be up to 6ºC lower than Rome. In
Figure 101, the HDD and CDD related to the base temperature of 18 ºC and based on the
historical data of the last 30 years are shown for the three demo sites.
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Figure 101 –Monthly historical HDD (left) and CDD (right) for the three demo locations. Elaborated by
CIRCE according data of www.weatherbase.com (Weatherbase)

From the graph on the left it is clear that according the HDD, the demand of heating energy for
Manchester demo building (3,346.4 HDD) is higher than the other two pilots, which have almost
the same heating energy needs (2,037.7 HDD in Zaragoza and 1,718.1 HDD in Rome). The
same differences can be observed in the graph on the right, where the CDD related to the base
temperature of 18 ºC and based on the historical data of the last 30 years are shown for the
three demo sites. In Manchester demo building there is basically no cooling demand, while in
Zaragoza and Rome from mid-May to mid-October air conditioning could be necessary to
provide appropriate comfort conditions in the building.
Currently, in Rome CS the total heating consumption is available, while in Manchester CS is
available the yearly energy consumption cost of electricity and gas referred to 2014. More
information has been collected in Zaragoza, where monthly total energy consumptions
(excluded butane consumption) are available for the last three years, but without data about a
breakdown of consumptions by end use.
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Table 82 – Final energy consumptions comparison among demo cases.

Type of consumption
kWh

Total

Gas

Electricity

Heating

DHW

480,155

438,268

41,887

386,449

51,818

231.7

211.4

20.2

186.4

225.0

220,830

0

220,830

4103,790

441,737

57.2

0

57.2

426.9

410.8

kWh

NA

6497,535

711,180

387,013

177,950

kWh/m2

NA

669.9

71.6

54.4

225.0

1

Manchester
kWh/m2
kWh

3

Zaragoza
kWh/m2

5

Rome

During the execution of this project, data will be collected thanks to the monitoring systems
that will be installed in dwellings of the three demos. Therefore, a detailed performance
analysis and a complete study on energy consumptions before and after the renovation will be
done in Deliverable 5.5. Consumptions do not depend only on surface, climate conditions and
occupancy, but they are affected by the characteristics of the building envelope and the HVAC
and lighting systems.

6.2 Heating system
From the point of view of heating systems of three demos, if in Manchester a boiler
replacement is foreseen, in Rome the fact that the boiler is centralised makes more difficult its
renovation and requires a more deep study on possible solutions to improve the efficiency of
heating production, also considering that the DHW is currently produced by new individual
boilers installed in 2015 in each dwelling. On the other hand, in Zaragoza building there is no
gas installation, so individual electrical radiator and butane heater are the most used heating
systems. Besides, individual electrical boiler is the main system for the DHW production. Both
have a very low efficiency if compared with a heat pump which could produce together heating
and DHW achieving energy savings of up to the 70% of heating and DHW consumption.

6.3 Lighting
In addition to the improvement regarding heating and DHW systems, the upgrading of dwelling
lighting system could generate significant energy savings. In most of Zaragoza dwellings’ and
1

average among yearly consumptions from 2011 to 2014 (see Table 18 for yearly consumptions)
Since precise data are not available is estimated 25 kWh/m2*y
3
average among yearly consumptions from 2014 to 2016 (see Table 51Table 18 for yearly consumptions)
4
According to distribution of consumption in Spain defined in pag. 56
http://www.idae.es/uploads/documentos/documentos_Informe_SPAHOUSEC_ACC_f68291a3.pdf
5
According to estimation described in section 5.3.3
6
Includes voluntary and involuntary gas consumptions
7
Referred only to involuntary heating consumption
2
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common zones of the building, the most used lighting technology is incandescent, whose
selling was phased out in European Union from 2009 due to its inefficiency (The European
Parliament and the Council, 2008). The replacement of incandescent lamps by LED, could
allow the achievement of up to 90% of energy savings in lighting consumption. The same
consideration can be done for Rome pilot where fluorescent lamps are installed in the common
zones (there is no information about lighting system in single dwelling) which, if substituted by
LED lamps, could generate up to 70% of energy savings in lighting consumption. In
Manchester the upgrading to LED technology has been already done in common zones and it
is in progress in single dwellings. Furthermore, integral microwave and movement sensors
have been also installed in common zones, so no more energy efficiency measures concerning
lighting system are recommended.

6.4 Construction features
Regarding the constructive characteristics, the information about materials and thicknesses is
available for the three demo buildings, while the transmittance values of constructive elements
have been estimated as well as its density and conductivity. From a comparison among
opaque envelopes, it emerges that Zaragoza and Manchester external walls and roofs are
both insulated with mineral wool. The thickness of insulation in external walls is similar (4.5 in
Zaragoza and 6 cm in Manchester), while in roofs is quite bigger in Manchester with a thickness
between 10 and 27 cm compared to those of Zaragoza which is of 6 cm. On the other hand,
Rome opaque envelope has no insulation apart from the floor between the exterior space of
ground floor and the apartment of first floor where low density polyurethane foam block of 3.5
cm is used.
With regard to the transparent envelope, the most used in the three buildings are the windows
with double glazing and PVC or aluminium frame without thermal break. In Zaragoza, due to
heavy wind from North and to the type of windows opening which is sliding, some tenants have
installed double windows in North façade in order to reduce the air infiltrations of their
dwellings. In all pilots there are also single glazing windows with timber or aluminium without
thermal break frame which reduce heavily the building energy performance.
Taking into account the constructive features of the demo cases, an improvement of the
building envelope of three demos could generate important energy savings. The opaque
envelope could be improved by the addition of an external insulation system, especially in
Rome pilots which is the most uninsulated currently. Meanwhile, a windows retrofit, apart from
improving the thermal properties of the building, could improve the interior comfort conditions
thanks to a significant reduction of infiltrations, especially if compared with the current condition
of Zaragoza pilot where the air tightness of sliding windows is very low.
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Table 83 – Thermal transmittance comparison among demo cases.

U-value
(W/m2K)

External
walls

Roof

90.68

Manchester

Zaragoza
Rome

80.40

130.52

0.97
144.50

(flat)

100.16

(sloping 1)

100.40

(sloping 2)

Openings

Openings

(glazing)

(frames)

112.8

(75 units)

122

(75 units)

114.8

(30 units)

122.2

(30 units)

132.51

3.3

5.7

2.93

155.70

155.90

6.5 Subsidies
Depending on the country, some of the improvements recommended previously are subsided
through national financing programme. The analysis carried out for each demo country, shows
that Spain is the only one with no subsidies related to building renovation and to the installation
of solar and PV system. Besides, the energy supplier does not reimburse the user for the unit
of kWh exported back to the electricity grid and there is a tax for each kWh produced by a PV
system. On the other hand, in Italy all the costs related to the installation of PV or solar thermal
panels, the installation of active efficient systems (e.g. high efficiency heat pumps, biomass
and condensation boilers, etc.) and for all the interventions on the building envelope which aim
to improve the building energy performance (e.g. windows retrofit, envelope insulation, etc.)
are reimbursable at between 50% and 75% of the investment through tax deduction.
Furthermore, the exceeded energy produced by a PV system and exported back to the grid is
reimbursed by the energy supplier. The latter occurs also in UK where the energy produced
by a PV or solar thermal system or by another efficient technology (e.g. ground to water heat
pumps, water source heat pumps, biomass boilers, etc.) is funded, as well as the energy saved
in heating consumption thanks to energy efficiency upgrades.
The latter could be probably considered the most singular aspect, since the difference among
Zaragoza CS and the other two buildings is significant. On the other hand, it should be more
similar taking in account that the different national regulations are the results of the
transposition of the same European Directives.

8

Value taken from Table S6: Wall U-values – England and Wales; Age band F, Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) 2012
version 9.92, dated October 2013 (The Department of Energy & Climate Change, 2013)
9
Value taken from “Table S10: Assumed roof U-values when Table S9 does not apply”, Age band F, SAP 2012 version 9.92,
dated October 2013, considering that roof is insulated
10
Value taken from “Table S9: Roof U-values when loft insulation thickness at joists is known”, Age band F, SAP 2012 version
9.92, dated October 2013
11
Value taken from “Table S14: Window characteristics”, SAP 2012 version 9.92, dated October 2013
12

estimated

13

Estimated according to the Catalog of Constructive Elements of the Spanish technical code (Spanish Ministry of
Development, 2011)
14

below and above the windows in East and West façades

15

Estimated according to UNI EN ISO 10077-1:2007 (Comitato Termotecnico Italiano (CTI), 2007)
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